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Solvable Lie algebras of dimension five 
1. Introduction. In (3] we developed an inductive method for classi-
fication of solvable Lie algebras, More precisely, let S and 0( 
be solvable Lie algebras over any commutative field F , {)( abelian, 
and assume that 11 is a fixed nilpotent ideal of g containing the 
commutator subalgebra [ g, q ], If e : g + End ()( is a Lie represer).-
tation we may consider the second cohomolgy space H2 <9,o> of g 
with coefficients in ()(_ , which we identify to a certain quotient of 
the linear space of all alternating bilinear functions B: 9 x g + 0( 
satisfying the cocycle identity, 
B(X,[Y,Z])+B(ZJX,Y])+B(Y,[Z,X])+e(X)B(Y,Z)+e(z)B(X,Y)+e(Y)B(Z,X)=O, 
for all X, Y, Z in 9 ; factoring out the space of all exact bilineCJr 
functions of the form 
df(X,Y) = e(X)f(Y)-e(Y)f(X)-f[X,Y], where f:9+ Of. is linear. 
Let ,H 2 ( q, 91rn ,0() = lJ H2 ( 9, e) where the union runs over the family 
e 
of all Lie representations e of 9 in Ot satisfying 
( 1.1) ker e => 11., 
( 1. 2) For all X in the nilradial of g , e (X) is nilpotent 
if and only if X is in 'h . 
There is a natural action of Aut g x Aut Ot. 
trary), given by 
(a,.p,B) + lj!oBoa a E Aut g , .p E Aut 0L , B E u H 2 ( 'J , e) . 
e 
( e arbi-
If BE H2 (9,e>, let B0 = Bl'l1x'}l, and ~Bo = {X E'fl: B(X,')t)=(O)}, 
and put -J<e> = {a E 0(; e<q>a = (0)} 
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~ 
1.1. Definition. Let g and 9 be solvable Lie algebras, and 
w 
assume 9 is an extension of q by an abelian Lie algebl:'a or. . 
~ ~ 
Let ?t be the nill:'adical of. 9 
' 
and suppose h is a nilpotent 
ideal of 9 containing the commutatol:' subalgebl:'a l9,91. We say 
"' 
that the extension g is · 'rL-admissible if the following conditions 
hold 
...., 
(1) 9 contains no non-zero abelian direct factor. 
(2) 1t;oc."" n 
~ 
( 3) 0( is the center. of 1u 
In case l9, 91 is equal to the nilradical of 9 , we simply say 
"' that such an extension g is admissible. 
\'le are now ready to restate the main result of [ 31 . 
Theorem 1. Let 9 and 0( be solvable Lie algebras over any commur 
tative field F , 'h a nilpotent ideal of 9 containing l9 ,91. The 
"' isomorphism classes of all 'h.-admissible extensions g of 9 by ()(_ 
are in bijective correspondence with the family of all Aut9 x Aut 0C 
orbits n in uH 2 (g,o) which satisfy the following conditions, 
0 
(1) nnH 2 C9,9111,00 Hl 
(2) If BEQnH 2 C9,0) and ker o => ')( , then 0(. may not be 
written as a direct sum O(:(};lc;p~ where 63 is o-invari-
ant and contains the l:'ange space BC9 ,c;p of B 
' 
and Hhere 
(O)*~c{$(o) 
( 3) <5
8 
o n J- = ( 0) , whel:'e 3- is the center of '71. • 
We shall comment briefly on the various hypothesis of the above 
,._, 
theorem. (1.2) means that 1ft,/0("" 'rl, and (1.1) ensures that otis 
"" 'V 
central in 1l . Thus 'fl becomes a central extension of ?'l by 0( . 
Furthermore, --~' on ';{. = (O) 
c/B o 
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~ 
if and only if the center of 1l is C( 
Finally, condition (2) ensures that the extension 9 contains no 
"' abelian direct factors (except (0) and g ). 
The purpose of the present article is to present, on the basis 
of the above theorem, a list of all real solvable Lie algebras of 
dimension five, containing no nontrivial direct factors. To complete 
this program it will be convenient to reformulate Theorem 1 as follows. 
Let 9 , Ot , and 'h be as above. If e. : 9 + End 0( is a repre-~ ' 
sentation, i = 1, 2 , we say that e 1 is equivalent with e 2 in case 
there exists an invertible linear operator .p on 0(. such that 
,. 
Let 9 <'h,OC) be the set of all equivalence classes 
of Lie representations e of 9 in ()( such that ker e 2 1(. In 
ordel0 to construct all extensions g of g by ()( satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 it suffices to pick exactly one representa-
n 
tive 6 from each equivalence class in 9 <'f!,()() and then to con-
sider the orbit spaces H2 (9,e)/K(6) where 
K(e) = {(a,.p) €Aut9 xAutOC: .p(eoa)(•).p- 1 = 6} is the fixed point 
group of e in Aut9xAutO(. For if o H2 (g,e)/K(e), and B€0, 
then 0 = {1/JoBoa (a,.p) € Aut9 xAutOl} n H2 (g ,e) . 'l'he converse 
also holds. 
Let Ext(g,ct,~) be the family of isomorphism classes of all 
....._; IV. ...._; 
solvable Lie algebras 9 1o~i th nilradical 7l such that n /0[ ~ 'h , 
'(j!O<"" 9, and C\ = the cent-or of 1ft. In other words, Ext(,9 ,0(,?1.) 
is the set of all isomorphism classes of 11-admissible extensions of 
g by 0( , (Definition 1.1). 
Let us choose exactly one representation e from each isomorphism 
" 
class in ~(71,m) , and denote the resulting set of representations 
by Rep('j , Ol., 1'1>. \ve can now state our reformulation of Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 2. With notation as above, Ext(j? ,OC,1t) is in bijective 
correspondence 1~i th those orbits n in u H2 <9 ,a)/K(a) 
aE Rep< g ,OC,tm 
which satisfy the following conditions. 
(1) If BEllE H2 ( g ,a)/K(a) then ()( may not be written as a 
direct sum of sub spaces c13 and. &) where CB :::> B ( g , g ) , a ( Cj ) © c tn , 
and ( 0 ) * ~ c ~ (a) ( c5 (a ) = {a E 0( : a ( q ) a = ( 0) } ) 
(2) ~\on J = (0), fj. =the center of 10, B0 = Bl11..x1'l, 
Notation. In the sequel the nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 
five without direct factors will be denoted by 1L 5 , 1 , ... , 1/_ 5 ,G , 
~~hel'eas the solvable, non-nilpotent ones are denoted by 9 5 ,l , 
q 5 , 2 , etc. 
If is a (fixed) basis of the Lie algebra g , we define 
the alternating bilinear forms 
x.y.-y.x., 1:>i<j;>n, 
l.) l.J 
B .• 
l) 
yk E F • 
n n 
by B .• ( r xkek, r ykek) = 
l.) k=1 k=1 
We refer to [1] for a complete 
list of all real solvable Lie algebras of dimension less than or 
equal to four. 
Now let 9 ,., be the space of all real linear functionals of 5 
We shall always work wi·th the basis £ '~ = (e'~)~ 1 of n * dual ]. l= " 
to the basis E of g , 
If v1 ,v2 , ..• ,vk are elements of a vector space V we let 
(v1 ,v2 , ... ,vk) denote the linear subspace of V generated by these 
vectors. 
Let B : <J x 9 .., OL be a bilinear map, then 1~e always write 
I:B(X,[Y,Z]) for the sum B(X,[Y,Z])+B(Z,[X,Y])+B(Y,[Z,X]); X,Y,ZE g, 
Similarly, if a: [i .., End 0( is a Lie representation we write 
Ea(X)B(Y ,Z), meaning the sum 6(X)B(Y ,Z)+a(Z)B(X,Y)+a(Y)B(Z,X) 
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2. Extensions of four dimensional solvable Lie algebras 
2 .1. Extensions of g ll, 1 9 = g ll, 1 is defined by the relations 
(e1 ,e 3 J = e 3 (e 1 ,ell) = ell , (e 2 ,e 3 J = ell between the elements of 
a basis 'e = (e.)? 1 c. 1. 1.= 
Let CX = Cj1 = Re 5 , The extension of 9 by ()(. are determined by 
a skew symmetric bilinear form B : q x ) ~ q 1 together with a 
representation e 9 ~ End 91 In this case [ 9 '91 = Re 3<1>Rell ' 
and the nilradical 1'lo of 9 is Re 2d>Re 3eRell 9 3 , the Heisenberg 
algebra. Hence the only possible choices of nilpotent subalgebra !ft, 
(as in Theorem 1) are 11= 11.0 and 11. = cg,qJ . But if ?1..= [ r; 'yl 
e<e 2 ) must be nilpotent since e2 E 1?.0 (Thm.1). NO\~ Oi= 91 
so that e(e 2 ) = 0 • Hence we are left with the case 
')1 = 'Jt0 , e ( e 1 ) e 5 = Oe 5 , e E R , ker e = fh0 , 
Let f : g + Re 5 = 0{_ be linear. The trivial cocycles of g ,(co-
boundaries) are of the form 
df(X,Y) = e(X)f(Y)- e(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y) 
= (6f 2B12 +<ii-1)f 3 B13 + (e-1)fliB14 - fliB 23 )(X,Y) 
where f = (f1 ,f2 ,f3 ,fll) relative to a dual basis of [ and 
B .. (X,Y) = x.y. -x.y., 1 :;i <j :ill 
1.) 1. J J 1. 
Hence (identifying e 1~i th ii ) , 
B2 <<J,o> = (B13' 814+8 23) ( 2 .1) 
B2 ('J ,1) = (B12' 8 23) ( 2 • 2) 
B2 (<.;J,e) = (B12 ,Bl3 ,B14-B23) ' e * 0 '1 . ( 2 . 3) 
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Furthermore, only for forms B in the linear span 
of 824 and 834 (provided these are cocycles). 
Now consider 824 
I:824(X,(Y,Z]) = l:(x2(y1z4 -y4z1) +x2(y2z3-y3z2)) 
= l:x2(y1z4-y4z1) 
where X,Y,Z ESj and (x.),(y.),(z.) ~ ~ ~ are their coordinates 
c;. .·-tive to Here and below the sums are extended over the 
-----
permutations of (X,Y ,Z) • Further, 
so that 
I:(824 <X,(Y,Z])- e(X)824 <Y,Z)) 
= I:(1-e)x2 <y1 z4-y4z1 ) = o -. e = 1. 
Hence 824 is a cocycle iff e = 1 
813 E H
2 (r:J ,1) 
Next consider 834 
Hence 834 is a cocycle iff e = 2 . 
It follows that 
Similarly one sees that 
rela-
cyclic 
( 2 • 4) 
These are the only cases to be considered. In order to continue 
we need the following 
2. 1. 1. Lerruna. Aut ( ~ 4 , 1 ) is isomorphic to the group of all real 
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matrices 
1 0 
0 a 
v 0 
q> av Hl , where ad * 0 • 
Proof. ~ 4 , 1 is an extension of Re 1 <1> Re 2 mRe 3 "' SJ2 ED Re 2 by 
Re 4 , and Aut <<J 2 d> Re 2 ) is isomorphic to the group of all matrices 
[~ ~ ~} , where ad * 0 . Hence the lemma follow.s from [ 3, Corollary v c d 
2. 6] • 
Next we find the AutS'l x AutOt 
One has 
where the computations are carried out modulo coboundaries. 
Except for the "degenerate" orbit of B13 
there are three Aut<::.l x AutO!. orbits in 
(recall that 1Y 0 n3 *<on B13 
H2 (~, 1), and we obtain 
three nonisomorphic extensions of ~ 4 , 1 in this case. They are 
Finally H 2 (~,2) consists of one single orbit and we find the 
extension 
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2 .1. 2. Proposition. Let 'J = c:; 4 , 1 , Ol = <j 1 . The ext ens ions of 
G;J by Ot , satisfying the hypothesis of 'rheorem 1 are, within iso-
morphisms, · 
These Lie algebras are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
2.2 Extensions of ~lj, 2. Let e: = {e1,e2,e3,e4} be a basis for 
the linear space R~ Put [e1 ,e3] = e3 ' [e1,e4] = e4 ' [e2,e3] 
-elj , [e2,e4] = e3 . This gives the Lie algebra 'd = ~ lj 2 Its , 
nilradical and commutator subalgebra both equal Re 3 + Re 4 
Let 'Yl0 = Re 3 + Re4 , and let a:~ + End(Re 5 ) , a(ei)e 5 = aieS 
i = 1, 2 , and l<er a ::> Y/. O • We shall determine the space of cobound-
aries B2 (t{J,e). Thus let f: ~ + Re 5 be linear, f = (fi)i_:1 
relative to * e: 
df(X,Y) = a(X)f(Y)- a(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y] 
= «a1f2-a2f1)B12 + <a1- 1 )f3 813+ <a2f4-f3)B24 + <o1-1 )f4 814 
+ (a 2f 3-f 4 )B14 )(X,Y), 
and hence 
= 
Furthermore, B13 and B14 (which are nontrivial cocycles if a1 = 1) 
are both 0 on n 0 • 
We check for vlhich a B34 is a cocycle. Thus 
l:B 34 <X,[Y,Z)) + a(X)B 34 <Y,Z) 
= r<a1-2)x3(y1z4-y4z1) + a2x2(y3z4-y4z3) , 
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so that s 34 E H 2 (~,e)- e1 = 2 and e2 = o. 
Next , we need to know Aut lj 4 , 2 
2. 2 .1. Lerruna. Aut (q} 4 2 ) has four components, and is isomorphic to , 
the group generated by the following matrices, 
. 
[-'·' .. : .. ~! . [·'.' .. : .. ': l 1 0 1 0 + + 0 -1 . 02 0 -1 : 0 2 a+ = a = a+ = a = , , 0 I I 0 I Oo I 0 I I , o I 0 I 0 I I 0 >o .u -v .-u v 
:u :-u v ql • ql • -v 
:v u :v u ql ql 
:v u :v 
Proof. ~ 4 , 2 is a semidirect product of cc:J1 ) 2 and ( ~1 ) 2 , 
~4 , 2 = <<i;! 1 ) 2 x 6 <c:J 1 ) 2 , where the representation e can be realized 
0 1 by e(e1 ) = r 2 , e(e 2 ) = <_1 0 ), e: Re1 +Re 2 + End(Re 3+Re 4 ). By 
of Aut(~4 , 2 ) has a matrix represen-
E Hom((C~\) 2 ,(~ 1 ) 2 ) a 0 , .p EGL(2,R), 
u 
[3, Corollary 2.6] any element 
tat ion a = ( ~ ~2) , where ~o 
and dq> = o , .p e .p - 1 = e o a 0 
one obtains from the relations 
Letting a 0 = ( ~ ~ ) and .p = ( ~ ~ ) , 
-1 
.p e (ei).p = eoao(ei) ' i = 1,2 ' that 
a = 1 , c = 0 , b = 0 , d = ± 1 , and furthermore x 2 = v, y 2 = u 
Finally d<p 
Hence q>1 = tJl 4 and q> 3 = -q>2 , and the lerruna follo~Js. 
Next for a E Aut(~4 , 2 ) one has 
t 
a B34a = (-u(jl1+VtJl2)B23 + (vq>1+uq>2)B24- (u2+v2)B34 
or 
t 
a B34a = (uq>1+vq>2)B23 + (-vq>1+uq>2)B24 + (u2+v2)B34' 
mod B2 Cc:J ,e) 
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Hence Aut(s.\) xAutOt. acts transitively on H 2 (~ ,e) . 
Observe that fot' 8 = 0, H2 (<:;j 4 , 2 ) = (B12 ), but {) 812 n~ = Re 4 * (0) • 
Hence we obtain no central extension of ~ 4 , 2 by ~1 . 
2. 2. 2. Proposition. There is 1-1ithin isomorphisms only one extension 
of '2 4 , 2 by <:1 1 , satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. This is 
the Lie algebra ~ 5 , 6 = <::J<s 34 ,e), where e<e 1 )e 5 = e 5 , 
ker e = Re 2 + Re 3 + Re 4 • 
2. 3. Extensions of <'J 4 , ~. The Lie algebra ~ = ~4 , 3 is defined by 
the brackett relations [e1 ,e 2 J = e 3 , [e1 ,e 3 J = e 4 , hence is nil-
potent 1-1ith center Re 4 Also ["J, c:J] = Re 3 + Re 4 • 
2.3.1. Let 'Yl = (e 2 ,e 3 ,e 4 ) Then '}1 ""(~ 1 )3 • Put e(e1)e5 = ee5 , 
6 E R , and ker e =II. We shall find the trivial cocycles w, r. t. 
4 
the representation e Let f E ~ * , f = :E f .eiJ Then 
i=1 l l 
df (X , Y) = a (X )f ( Y ) - e ( Y ) f( X) - f [ X , Y] 
= «ef2-f3 )s12 + <ef 3-f4 >n13 + ef 4s14 )<x,Y>, X,Y E<lJ • 
Since e * 0 it follows that 
(2.7) 
Further 
( 2 • 8) 
:E(B24 (X, [Y ,Z)) + e(X)B24 (Y ,Z)) 
( 2 • 9) 
= :E(x2(y1z3·-y3z1) + Ox1 (y2z4-y4z2)) 
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From (2.0) and (2.9) it is seen that no (nontrivial) linear combi-
nation of B24 and B34 can be a cocycle. Moreover, it is seen 
that 
r(B 23 CX, [Y ,Z]) + 6(X)B 23 (Y ,Z)) 
= rex1(y2z3-y3z2) 
Thus H2 ( ':J ,e) = (0) , and there is no extensions. 
2.3.2. Let 
algebra. Let 
Hence 1)1 "" 
e be the representation of 
<j 3 , 
SJ in 
( 2 .10) 
the Heisenberg-
Re 5 defined as 
O(e2 >e 5 = ee5 , e * o , and ker e = 'h, Computing co boundaries we 
4 E UJ ,., 0,1 get, with f = r f. e'~ , X, y in 
' i=1 l l 
Next, 
(2.11) 
and 
(2.12) 
It follows that H 2 (~,e> = ( 0) • 
Finally since any proper subalgebra of "-2 , containing [<J, vJ) ' is 
isomorphic to one of the subalgebras 1'L of 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we 
conclude that ~ admits no non-central extension by <j1 • 
2. 3. 3. The central extensions of ~ by 11 are all nilpotent, and 
are known. They are given by the cocycles B14 and B14 + B23 (vlhich 
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also form a basis for H2 ( 0J )) , and are denoted '¥15 , 5 and '1'\5 , 6 
respectively. finally, if n = [{j ,c~.ll = (e3,e4) ' then since 
dim(~ /Yl.) = 2 , any representation e : SJ + End ~ 1 , with l<er e :::> 'h , 
has a kernel proper>ly containing 'Yl. , and ( 2.1) does not hold. 
2. 4. Extensions of ~ 4 , 4 . The defining relations of 
are [ e 1 , e 2 ) = e 3 , [ e 1 , e 4 ) = e 4 
be the representation of 
O(e 1 )e 5 = e1e 5 , 6(e2 )e 5 
We calculate B 2 ( <;J , a) , 
Hence 
Hence '}1 "" ( c:J1 ) 2 
~ in Re 5 given as follows , 
= a 2 e 5 , ker o :::> 'Yl . Let f = 
~ = ~4 ,3 
Let a 
(2.13) 
Also, the forms B13 , B23 , B14 , B24 are all identically zero on 11 . 
Checking n34 we have 
B311 (X,[Y,Z]) + e(X)B34 (Y,Z) 
= r<e1-1 )x1(y3z4-y4z3) +e2x2(y3z4-y4z3) -x4(y1z2-y2z1) , 
so that B34 is never a cocycle ( e * 0) • 
Therefore there is no ')1 -admissible extension of <a by Re 5 
2.4.2. Let 'Yt = (e 2 ,e 3 ,e 4). 
e2 = 0 that 
Then it follows from (2.13) 1~ith 
B2(~,e) = (B12'B13'(e1-1)B14) (2.14) 
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2.4.1., and we have 
(2.15) 
and 
E B24 (X, [Y ,Z]) + O(X)B 24 (Y ,Z) 
= LXz(y1z4-y4z1) + 01X1 (y2z4-y4z2) ( 2 .16) 
and 
:tB111 (X, [Y ,Z]) + O(X)B14 (Y ,Z) = 0 (2 .17) 
Hence H ( SJ,e) = (B 24 ,B14 > if e1 = 1, and is (0) otherwise. 
Therefore we have no ')1 -admissible extensions of l{i by SJ' 1 , for 
any 'Yl • 
2. 5. We shall treat the Lie algebras ~ 4 , 5 (a,ll) , G;\ 11 , 6 (a) , 
<';) 4 , 7 , and ~ 4 , 8 (a, ll) together. These Lie algebras all have 
Let C:J be any of commutator subalgebra isomorphic to (~ 1 ) 3 
the above Lie algebras, and put 'Vl = [lj, SJJ Then since any alter-
nating bilinear form B is degenerate on 11 we have 
~ onrl =~on 3<11> * (O), B B 
and there can be no rl -admissible extensions of ~ by 
2 . 6. Extensions of ~4 g(a). ~= 6;J4,9(a) is defined by the , 
relations [e1,e2] = (a-1)e 2 [e1,e3] = e3 [e1,e4] = ae 4 , 
[e2,e3] = e4 , where O:>a~2, a* 1 , and ~ = {e1,e2,e3,e4} is a 
basis for the vector space of ~ . 
Here nilradical and commutator subalgebra are identical, 
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Hence fl = n0 is the only 
possible choice for 'YL in Theorem 1. Put 07.. = Res , and let 
f : <j + Res be linear. The coboundaries are of the fol"m 
df(X,Y) = e(X)f(Y)- G(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y) 
= {(e-(a-1))f2B12 + (e-1)f 3s13 + ((e-a)B14-s23 )f 4 }(X,Y), 
where e:ca + End01, kere =Yt, e<e1 >e 5 = ees 
cocycles are 
Hence the trivial 
((e-(a-1))B12 ,(e-1)B13 ,(e-a)B14 -B 23 > = B 2 (~ ,e). 
We remark that 812 is nontrivial for 6 = ct-1 ' 
and 813 
Next ~ on 3 = (0) only for forms B in (B2lf'B34) B 
shall determine for which e-s these forms are cocycles. 
Consider first B34 
}:(B34 (X,[Y,Z))- 6(X)B34 (Y,Z)) 
= L(ct+1-G)x 3 (y1 z 4 -y4z 1 ) • 
for 
We 
2. 6. 1. Lemma. Aut Cj 4 9 (a) is isomorphic to the group of all 
' 
real matrices A , where 
(a) a *0,2: 
1 0 0 0 
<P1 a 0 0 
A = , ~1here ab * 0 and 1/J = <P1 b/1-ct 
<P2 0 b 0 
<P3 a(j)2 tjJ ab 
e = 1. 
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(b) a= 0 
1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
\{)1 a 0 0 \{)1 0 a 0 
A = 0 b 0 or b 0 0 , where ab * 0 \{)2 \{)2 
\{)3 a({J2 b\{)1 ab \{)3 -l:xt! -atP. -ab 1 2 
(c) a = 2 
1 0 0 0 
\{)1 a b 0 
A = , where c0 = ad-be * 0 . \P2 c d 0 
\{)3 a({J2-cq>1 b\{)2 -d\{)1 co 
Proof. If A E Aut f:J then A I 'h 0 E Aut ( 'Yt 0 ) \~here rt 0 denotes 
the nilradical of CJ, 'Yt 0 = (e2 ,e 3 ,e 4 ) "" ~ 3 Hence Ain 0 is 
of the form [
a b 
c d 
u v 
, c 0 = ad-be * 0 , 
that A has a matrixrepresentation 
0 
a 
c 
u 
0 
b 
d 
v 
' 
Therefore we may assume 
Hence 8 34 satisfies the cocycle identity iff § = 1+a . 
Next consider 8 24 : 
I:824 (X, [Y ,X])- e(x)B24 (Y ,Z) 
= I:(2a-1-e)x1 <y 2z 4-y4 z 2 > 
So that 824 is a cocycle iff e = 2a-1 . 
From this it follows that (8 24 ,s34 ) c H
2 (':1,e) iff e = 3. 
Furthermore it is seen that B12 E H
2 ( ~ ,-1) and s13 € H2 (C;J ,1) , 
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and for e * ±1 B12 and B13 fail to be cocycles. We conclude 
that l '""'' a* 0,2 H2(c:J ,2a-1) = (!324' 812), a = 0 
(B24' 8 34)' a = 2 
( 2 .18) 
l '""', a* 0, 2 H 2 (~,a+1) = (B34' 813)' a= 0 
(B24'B3lf), a = 2 
(2.19) 
Calculations give 
0 
(a-1)a0 (aB12 +bB13 ) [AX,AY) = 
aO(cB12+dB13) ~.~ 
(aa 0u+~1c-~2a)B12 + (aa0v+~1d-~2b)B13 +aa 0 c 0 B14 +c 0 B23 
and 
A[X,Y) = 
0 
(a-1)aB12 + bB13 
(a-1)cB12 + dB13 
(a-1)uB12 + vB13 +cO B14 + cOB23 
Letting A[X,Y) = [AX,AY) the lemma follows. 
(X,Y) 
Remark. Aut <j4 9 (a) is solvable unless a = 2. , 
Next we compute 
2.6.2. Lemma 
Aut~ -orbits in UH 2 ( c:J ,e) 
e 
(a) AutC;\ 4 , 9 <2) acts transitively on 
H2(~4,9(2),3) = (B24'B34) 
(b) For a= 0, the orbit of B24 under Aut~ is 
H2(~ ,-1) U H2(~ ,1) = (B12'B24) U (B13'B34) 
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(c) For a* 0,2, e = 2a-1, we have 
(Aut~) •B24 = H2 ( ~ ,2a-1) 
(d) For a * 0 , 2 , e = a+1 , we have 
(Aut~)·B34 = H2 (<:::J ,a+1) 
Proof. (a) Let a = 2 , e = 3 • Then 
where A is as in Lemma 2.6.2. (c). 
(b) Let a = 0 , e = - 1 Then 
I~ here 
1 0 0 0 
(/)1 a 0 0 
A = 0 b 0 , ab * 0 , (/)2 
(/)3 aq>2 bq>1 ab 
and 
where 
-1 0 0 0 
Ao 
0 0 1 0 A and OoA0 = 0 1 0 0 
.0 0 0 -1 
= - e . 
(c) a* 0,2 , e = 2a-1 • Note first that e • A = e , for all 
A E AutV;J, see Lemma 2.6.2. (a). Hence 
(d) follows as (c). 
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Combining the results in Lemma 2.6.2 . we obtain 
2.6.3. Proposition. Let ~ = ~ 4 , 9 (a), 0 ~a ~2, a*1, and put 
'Yl = [ ~, ':11 . The admissible extensions of ·<j by ~ 1 are within 
isomorphisms, the following, 
and 
These Lie algebras are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
2. 7. Extensions of 'a 4 , 1 q_. Let ~ = <j4 , 1o 
of <j are [e1 ,e2 ] = e 2 +e 3 , [e1 ,e 3 J = e 3 , 
The defining relations 
Hence 
[~,u.1l = (e2 ,e 3 ,e 4 ) and is equal to the nilradical. Thus we let 
11= Let f = 4_ *.Cx>\ E f.e. t ~ . Then 
i=1 ~ ~ 
df(X,Y) = e(X)f(Y)- a(Y)f(X)- f[x,y] 
= (((e-1)f2-f3 )B12 + (e-1)f 3B13 + f 4 ((a-2)B14 -B23 ))(X,Y), 
where e (e1 )e 5 = ile 5 ' a * 0 , l<:er a = n ' defines a representation 
e of ~ in Re 5 = 0,l 1 • Hence the space of co boundaries is 
Furthermore, 
and 
EB24 (X, [Y ,Z]) + a(X)B2,1 (Y ,Z) 
= (3-e) rx2 <y1 z 4-y4z 1 ) 
!B34 (X,[Y,Z]) + e(X)B34 <Y,Z) 
= E (3-e)x3(y1 z4-y4z1)- x4 (y1 z2-y2z1) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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In addition B13 and B1lf are seen to,, satisfy the cocycle 
identity for all e . It follows from this together with (2.20), 
(2.21), and (2.22) that 
(B13) 
' 
e = 1 
H2 C D;J ,e) ( B2 4) , 6 = 3 (2.23) = 
(B1lf) 
' 
e = 2 
(0) e ¢ {1 ,2 ,3} 
Now B13 and B14 vanish on 1l, whereas 
we obtain rl-admissible extensions of ~ 
.-6 B n Re 4 = Co ) • 2lf Hence 
by c:J1 only Hhen 0 = 3 
Obviously Aut~ x Aut(Re 5 ) acts transitively on CB 24 ) 
acts by multiplication with a nonzero scalar), and we have only one 
isomorphism-class of extensions. 
2.7.1. Proposition. The only admissible extension of CJ = ~4 , 10 
()j 1 frl Cn by d is the solvable Lie algebra ~ 5 , 9 = dCB 24 ,3) • 
2.8. Extensions of 0J4 11 Ca). Let 
defined by the relations [e1 ,e 2 ) = ae 2 - e 3 , [e1 ,e 3 J = e 2 + ae 3 , 
[e1 ,e4 J = 2ae 1f , [e2 ,e 3 J = e 4 . Again· ['-:J, OJ 1 = Ce 2 ,e 3 ,e 4 ) "" c.J 3 , 
and is equal to the nilradical. Hence we let 1fl = Ce 2 ,e 3 ,e1f) 
Let and define a representation of in 
0,)1 = 6e5 ' ker e ='Yt Then 
df(X,Y) = 6(X)f(Y)- O(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y) 
(2.24) 
and the space of coboundaries is 
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Also 
I:B 24 <X,[Y,Z]) + 8(X)B24 <Y,Z) (2.25) 
= r<i'i-3a)x4(y1z2-y2z1)- x4(y1z2-y2z1), 
and 
I:B 34 (X, [Y ,Z]) + O(x)B34 (Y ,Z) (2.26) 
= r(3a-e)x3(y1z4-y4z1) +x4(y1z2-y2z1) 
From (2.25) and (2.26) we see that sB 24 +tB34 is a cocycle iff 
(ii-3a)s+t = 0 and s + (3a··G)t = 0 , and this system has only the 
solution s = t = 0 , for all e It follows that H 2 (~,e) = (0) 
for all e and all a . 
Hence there is no (admissible) extension of ~ 4 10 by <j1 · , 
2.8. In this section we shall study extensions of reducible 
solvable Lie algebras ~ of dimension four, that is, Lie algebras 
which are direct products of proper subalgebras. 
2. 8 .1. Let ~ be the abelian Lie algebra ( ~ 1 ) ~ with bas is 
(ei>i_: 1 , and let o: '2.,. End(<:l 1 > be a representation with 
l<er e =>n, 'Yl being a subalgebra of t:J 
Now if 'Yl = ~ , then e = 0 and any corresponding extension of 
Cd by ~ 1 will be nilpotent. As is well l<n01vn the only (admissible) 
nilpotent extension of <:J by ~ 1 is given 
This Lie algebra is denoted 
by the cocycle 
'115 1 • , 
Next if C;j F<~ ( \'1 1 >3 , assume 1'1 = (e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3). For any alternating 
bilinear form B on ~ 1ve have h n ~ = ~ 0 n 'Yt * (0) . Hence B0 B 
there is no 11-admissible 'extension. 
Finally, if 'T1 is isomorphic with one of the following Lie algebras, 
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(r~ (;, 2 ( 0 ) , -o 1 , ( -d 1 ) , then there is XE ~-n, X*O, with 
e (X) = 0 • Thus e (X) is nilpotent, and we have no fL-admissible 
extensions. 
2.8.2. Let 
Lie products [e1 ,e 2 J = e 2 In this case the nilradical is 
n0 = (e2 ,e 3 ,e 4 ) ""(~ 1 ) 3 and [CJ/~l= (e 2 ). Now only n= (e 2 ,e 3 ) 
(or (e 2 ,e), e E nO, e * e 2 ) can give any 72-admissible extensions, 
For if 11= (e 2 ) or 'VL = (e 2 ,e 3 ,e 4 ) then ~ 80 n) <rl) * (0) where 
B is an arbitrary alternating bilinear form on ~ . Hence let 
'Yl= (e2 ,e3) , and define e : c;] + End(~ 1 ) by o(e1)e5 = 
O(e 4 )e 5 = e4e4 ' and ker e =:.rl. Here we assume 04 * 0 
e4 t:'Ylo, cfr. (1,2). Let f = 4 ... ~ .. , L f .e~ E ' i=1 ]. ]. Then 
rB 23 (X,[Y,Z]) + O(X)B23 (Y,Z) 
= L (o1-l)x1 (y2z3-y3z2) + a4x4 (y2z3-y3z2) 
and 
Hence 
It follows easily from (2.27) and (2.28) that H2 (t::l,o) = 
all 6 • Hence we have no extensions of c:l 2 x ( ~ 1 ) 2 by 
01 e5 ' 
since 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
( 0) ' 
SJ1 . 
2.8.3. Let with basis The defining 
relations for are [e1 ,e 2 ] = 
= (e2,e4)"" <<=:11)2 
e2' [e3,e4] = e4 Here 
Ut c. Let a: d + End( J1 ) be given 
and ker a ::> n 0 • Let 
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Then .{) 0 0 ;) = ( 0 ) , and B 
rs24 (X,[Y,Z]) + O(X)B24 (Y,Z) 
= r(1-e1)x1 (y2z4-y4z2) + (1-a3)x2(y3z4--y4z3) 
so that s24 is a cocycle iff a 1 = a 3 = 1 . 
Computing coboundaries in this case we find, for f = 4 '· 0-,*, rf.e'.'E d 
i=1 l l 
hence B 2 (~ ,(1,1)) = (B13 ,B1 lf'B 23 ) • 
is never a cocycle ((a,b) * (0 ,O)) • 
It is seen that aB12 + bB 34 
Therefore 
H 2 (~,(1,1)) = (B24 >, 
and we have only one admissible extension, namely ~<B24 ,(1,1)) = SJ 5 ,1 . 
2. 8. 4. Let 0,} = ~ 3 ,1 x <21 with defining relations [ e 1 ,e2 J 
~ is nilpotent and the commutator is [ ~, ~] = 
Now the admissible central extension of SJ by CJ 1 (corresponding 
to 'tl = ~ and a = 0 ) are known to be isomorphic with the nil-
potent Lie algebra '11 5 3 given by the cocycle B = B14 +. B2 3 • 
' 
2. 8. 4 .1. Assume 1'1. c: <:g and 'Yl."" ~3 , the 3-dimensional Heisenberg 
algebra. Via a change of basis we may assume 
let e: ~ + End(Re 5 ) 
ker e = 1'l If f = 
be a representation, and 
4 ,.. 01 .•. 
r f. e.' E -d " we have 
i=1 l l 
Hence the coboundaries are 
let 
(e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3 ). Now 
a(e1)e5 = ee5, 
(2.29) 
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Furthe~, Bt 3 and s23 are seen not to span any cocycle. Hence 
H2 ( ca, a) = ( 0) for all a ; a + 0 , c,md ther>e is no rl-admissible 
extension of c;r 
2.8.4.2. Suppose tl c ca, np,j (cat) 3 In this case ~son t,<n> 
= -0 nn ' n -admissible + ( 0) for> every cocycle B ' so there is no so 
extension. Finally, if dim '({ = 2 or dim 1/ = t , then for any 
representation a: Cj ... End(Re 5 ) with ker a ~n, we have ker> a + 'YL, 
and since ~ is nilpotent there is no "n -admissible extension, (t.2). 
2. 8. 5. Ar>guments similar to those of 2. 8. 4 show that ~ 3 '3 X cat 
and <a 3 , 4 (a) X ~t permit no n -admissible extension by c:J t J for 
any nilpotent subalgebra 'Yl containing ['J ,~] . 
2.8.6. We summarize the above in the following 
Proposition. Let ~ be a reducible solvable Lie algebra of dimen-
sion four over R , and let 'Yl. be a nilpotent subalgebr>a of ~ con-
~ 
taining 
of ca by 
'd is a non-nilpotent 'Yl-admissible extension 
then 
(t) ~ P:S '{12 x C;) 2 with basis relations [et ,e 2 J = e 2 , 
[e3 ,e4] = e4 ' 
and 
(2) S P:S ~ (B24 ,e) where O(et)e 5 = e 5 , O(e 3 )e 5 = e 5 , and 
ker e = (e2 ,e4 ) P:S 'Y\ . This Lie algebra is denoted ~ 5 , t • 
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3. Extensions of three dimensional solvable Lie algebras 
The present chapter is devoted to the extensions of three dimensional 
solvable Lie algebras ~ by 
irreducible cases. 
3 .1. Extensions of t';J 3 1 . 
the relations [e1 ,e 2 J = e 3 
~=<::J3,1 
3 (e.). 1 1. 1.= 
~/e start with the 
is nilpotent and is given by 
being a basis for ~ This 
is the three-dimensional Heisenberg-algebra. Here [ Va, 6;JJ = (e 3 ) • 
3.1.1. Let dimn =2, 'Ylc£:a. Wemayassume rl.= (e 2 ,e 3 > 
Let e: ~ + End(Re 4+Re 5 ) be a representation, where we assume 
01. = Re 4 +Re 5 . Suppose ker o 
0 (e1 ) , Hhich we realize as a 
Thus e is uniquely given by 
2 x 2-mati'ix relative to the basis 
We assume O(e1 ) is of Jordan normal form since '1'0'!'-
1 
and o give isomorphic Lie algebras, where '!' E Aut(Ot) = GL(2,R) 
Next, He shall need the folloHing knoHn fact, 
3.1.1.1. Lemma. The automorphism group Aut(~ 3 , 1 > is canonically 
isomorphic Hith the group of all matrices 
A = ( ~ ~ g] , where ad-be = e * 0 . 
<P1 <P 2 e 
3.1.1.2. Hence if A E Aut(~ 3 1 > as above, we have , 
O(Ae1 ) = (a+c+tp1 )e(e1), and if a<e 1 ) = ( ~ ~), (3 * 0 then 
a(Ae 1 > = < o:/(3 ° ) 0 1 where we put -1 a = (3 , c = b = <P1 = <P2 = 0 • 
Thus we may assume a ( e 1 ) = ( a 0 ) , a E R 0 1 Calculating coboundaries 
one finds 
(3.1) 
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Moreover, 823e5 doesn't satisfy the cocycle identity for any a ' 
whereas 823e4 E I-12(~,0) if a = 0 • Therefore we have one 11.-
admissible extension, 
~<(8~3), (~ ~) ) = SJ 5 15 • 
' 
3.1.1,3. Next, assume eCe1 ) has complex eigenvalues. 
'I' in GL(2,R) He may assume 
and considering (Ae1) 
Aut ( SJ ) , we assume e(e1 ) 
:\ = (jle 4 + ljie 5 , Hhere 
find 
(jl' lji ( 'j* 
' 
3 . (jl = I: (jl.e'.' 
i=1 J. J. 
df = [(a(jl2+lji2-(jl3) 812 + (a(jl3+lji3) 813] 
(a . .P2-lji3-(jl2) 812 + (aljl3-(jl3) 813 
and therefore 
Moreover, 
s s 1.:( t )823 CX[Y,Z]) + e(X)( t )823 CY;Z) 
and hence ( ~ )823 if: H 2 ( ~,e) for any 
It follOHS that I-! 2 ( £:;\ , 0) : ( 0) , 
, lji 
= 
( a 
-1 
1 ) 
a 
3 ... 
= I: lji. e ·: 
. 1 J. J. J.= 
3.1.1.4. Assume eCe 1 ) has exactly one (real) eigenvalue. 
Conjugating ~lith a suitable >jJ in GL(2,R) we may let 
[ -1 ~) a a a 0 Aut(~) e(e1 ) = ( 0 a ) ' and applying A = 0 a in 0 0 
. 
finally put O(e 1 ) = ( 1 0 1 ) 1 , or e(e1 ) = ( 0 0 1 ) 0 in case 
Letting 
, He 
(3.2) 
( 3 • 3 ) 
He 
a= 0 
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The latter matrix is nilpotent, and there is no corresponding 
admissible extension by (1.2). Put It is seen 
that 
(3.4) 
Moreover, ( ~ )B23 ~ H2 ( r:J,a), all s,t, hence H2 ( ~,a) = (0) , 
and we have no n -admissible extension. 
3 .1, 2. Let 
extensions of 
rl = <{) 3 , 1 , hence e = 0 • The irreducible central 
~ 3 , 1 by ( UJ1 ) 2 are known, and are all isomorphic 
with !ft 5 4 = , <( 813)), 814 
Finally, if r{ = we have -0 0 n 3 ( 'n) * ( 0) for all B 
alternating forms on C;j , and there is no n -admissible 
extension. 
3.2. Extensions of C;J 3 , 2 <a~-· Cj = ~ 3 , 2 <a), lal <: 1, 
the nonzero basis relations [e1 ,e 2 J = e 2 , [e 1 ,e 3 J = 
the nilradical is equal to the commutator subalgebra, 
is given by 
Hence 
Hence 'Y1 = [~,~1. From [3,Cor.2.6)one easily derives 
the following 
3.2.1. Lemma. Aut ~3 , 2 <a) is canonically isomorphic to the group 
of all matrices A where 
( 1 0 
:J (1) A = l~1 a ad* 0 , whenever a* 1 . (()2 0 
[:, 0 :J (2) A = a ad-be * 0, whenever a = 1 . , (()2 c 
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3.2.2. Assume e<e1 ) = ( 13 0 0 ) Let y f = ( (jl ) ljJ : Sl+ Ol: Re 4 + Re 5 
be linear, where 3 '{• 3 * € c.a ;, that (jl = I;(j).e.', ljJ = I: lj!.e. , we see i=1 ~ ~ i=1 ~ ~ 
( 3. 5) 
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Further 
(3.6) 
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) we find, omitting symmetric cases, that 
H 2 ( ~ 3 , 2 (a), e) is generated by the follo~o~ing cocycles, 
, a = y = a+1 
' 
a = a+1 ' y = 1 
a = a+1 ' y * 1 
and H 2 ( ~ 3 , 2 (a), e) concists of cocycles 
otherwise. 
( 3. 7) 
( 3. 8) 
(3.9) 
It follows from Lemma 3. 2. 1. that eo A = e for every A in Aut ( ~) . 
Hence we can not simplify 
the act ion of Aut ( <1 ) in 
e<e1 ) as in 3.1.1.2. 
H2 ( C;J , ) Thus , for 
= { aB12 + bB13 
aB12 
, a = 1 
, a * 1 
and 
Next we compute 
A E Aut(<::!), 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
It follo1~s from (3.10) and (3.11) that Aut(Cj) acts transitively 
on H 2 (~ ,e) in all the three cases (3.7)- (3.9), and since 
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(8~ 3 ) € H 2 (~,e) in all these cases, we obtain the following 
family of extensions: 
3.2.3. Let 
we find 
df = [(13-a)(<p3+1j13)B13 + (ll-1)<p2B12) 
(ll-a)lji3B13 + (13-1)1j12B12 
Further, letting B = ( ~ ) B2 3 we see that 
Jaj<:l, 13+0. 
as in 3.2.2. Then 
(3.12) 
Hence B is a cocycle iff a = a+1 , in which case we obtain the 
following family of tl-admissible extensions 
If a (e 1 ) = ( 13 Y ) y * 0 , one sees easily that -y 13 ' 
= ( 0) for all 13, y . 
Finally,if 0=0, then H 2 (~,0t)=((8~ 3 ) (B:J) 
so H2 ( ~ ,R) = (B 23 ) contains no two-dimensional subspaces 
(G 2 H 2 (~ ,R) = (ll), and there is no admissible central extension of 
ca3 ,2(a) • 
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3.3. Extensions of ~3 , 3 . The defining basis-relations of ~ = ~3 , 3 
are [e1 ,e 2 J = e 2+e 3 , [e1 ,e 3 J = e 3 • Hence nilradical and commuta-
tor subalgebra both are equal to (e2,e3) , and we let n= (e2,e3). 
~/e discuss below all possible Jordan 2x2 normal forms 6 ( e 1 ) • First 
we observe (cfr. [ 3, Corollary 2.6]), 
3. 3 .1. Lemma. The automorphism group Aut ( ~3 , 3 ) is canonically 
isomorphic to the group of all matrices 
From the above lemma it is clear that aoA = a for all A in 
Aut(~) and every representation a: '2 + End(Re 4 +Re 5 ) with kera =n 
3.3.2. Assume e(e1 ) = (~ ~), and let f = ( ~) be linear, as in 
3.1, f: C;i + Ot: Re 4 +Re 5 • Calculating coboundaries we find, 
Next, with r 8 = ( s )823 , we have 
!: 8(X, [Y ,Z]) + e(X)8(Y ,Z) 
Hence 8 is a cocycle iff (2-a)r 
t Moreover, one sees that ( u )813 
( 3 .13) 
(3.14) 
= 0 and (2-B)s = 0 
satisfies the cocycle identity for 
all a, a and all t, u . From this fact, ( 3 .13) and ( 3 .14) we can 
find H 2 ( 6,J , a ) . 
Next we wish to apply Theorem 2. Observe that by Lenwa 3.3.1 the 
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isotropy-group K( 6) under Aut 6,:J x Aut Ot contains Aut C;J , and 
furthermore, one finds 1j16(e1 )'l'-
1 
= 6(e1 ) iff '¥ = diag(x,y), for 
some (x,y) with xy*O, (here 'i'EAut&t =GL(2,R)), Thus K(6) 
consists of all invertible 2x 2 diagonal matrices. Let A E Aut ( c:J). 
Then 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Put '¥ = diag(x,y) , Then, for B = (a
2
B23 J 
a B13 
, 
1jlo B = [xa
2 
ya B23) 813 ' 
xav * 0 , (3.17) 
and 
[
B ) [xa 
2 
B ) 
.p(At ~3 A)'i'-1 = O 23 , (3.18) 
We are now ready to discuss the various cases of H2 ( Cj, 6) , (cfr. 
(3.13) and (3.14)). 
a = 13 = 2 : H 2 ( ~ , 0 ) = ( [ B~ 3] , [ B~ J ) . By ( 3 , 15) and ( 3 • 17 ) K ( 6 ) 
acts transitively on H2 ( ~,e) . Hence there is one admissible 
extension (within isomorphisms), 
(3.19) 
a= 2, 13 = 1: H2 (C;\,e) = <(B~a] .(B:J). By (3.17) and (3.18) the 
orbit space H2 (SJ,o)/K(6) consists of exactly two orbits, passing 
through [B~aJ and (:~:J respectively. This gives the two admis-
sible extensions 
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and (3.20) 
a " 1, 8 ; 2 : H2 < S; , e > ; < ( 3~ 3 ) , (3: J > This case is equivalent 
to the previous case by symmetry, 
a;2, 8*1, 8*2 
one K(e)-orbit, 
: H 2 ( C;! , e ) ; ( [ 823) ) , Obviously there 
giving the extens~on % ( 8~3), (~ 0)) , 
is exactly 
a* 1, a* 2, 13 ; 2 : This case gives an extension isomorphic to the 
previous one by symmetry (let 1)1 = (~ 6> ) . To sum up He find the 
following admissible extensions: 
~ 5, 20 ; 
<(B~3J,(~ :J) 
( [ :~:) , ( ~ ~) ) 
a '!' o (3.21) 
(3.22) 
3.3.3. Calculating coboundaries we find, 
and 
r Moreover, ( s ) B2 3 
case H2 (t::} ,(~ ~)) 
is a cocycle iff 
= <(B~3)), 
a = 1 (3.23) 
a * 1 (3.24) 
a = 2 and s = 0 , and in this 
It follows easily that the only admissible extension is 
~ (B23] (2 ( 0 ' 0 ~)) = ~5,21 (3.25) 
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The coboundaries are 
(3.26) 
Further, for X,Y,Z in ~, 
I:(~ )B 23 (X, [Y ,Z)) + O(X) ( ~ )B23 (Y ,Z) 
[
(it-2)r+as ) 
= I:x B (Y,Z) 1 
-ar+(a-2)s 23 
(3.27) 
From (3.26) and (3.27) it follows immediately that H2 ( ~,a) = (0) 
for all a , and there is no admissible extension. 
Finally, if e = 0, s12 and s13 are coboundaries, and B23 
is no cocycle, Hence there are no admissible central extensions of 
S\3 3 , 
3.4. Extensions of ~3 , 4 <a). SJ = ~ 3 , 4 (a) , a ;; 0 , is defined by 
Hence 
nilradical and commutator subalgebra are both equal to Re 2 + Re 3 , 
and is abelian. Hence we let n = [~ /11 \1e shall need the 
following 
3. 4 .1. Lemma. The automorphism group Aut ( C'<f 3 , 4 (a)) , a <: 0 , is 
isomorphic to the group of all real matrices 
(a) A+ = [~11 ~ ~1 , a 2 tb 2 * 0 , whenever a> 0 
~2 -b a 
(b) A = [~~ ~ ~ l 
~2 b -a 
and A+ (as in (a)) 
whenever a = 0 
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Proof, ca3,4(a) may be viewed as an extension of by 
Ot = Re 2 +Re 3 (both abelian !Jie algebras). Hel'e the center 
of the extended Lie algebra 
2.6], any A in Aut ~3 , 4 <a) 
Hence by [3, Corollary 
has a matPix representation 
a0 * o , ad-be * 0 • 
Letting A[X,Y] = [AX,AY], for all X,Y E~, we obtain the 
following system of equations 
b + = 0 
+ a(a0 -1)c + d = 0 
c + a(a0-1)d = o 
Now the determinant of (3.28) equals 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
where the polynomial p(u0 ) has at most four real zeros. Moreover, 
the a0-s must form a subgroup of Aut(~ 1 ), i.e., of the multi-
plicative group of reals. Hence the only possibilities are a 0 ± 1 
Now if a = 0 we obviously have the solutions a 0 = ± 1 If a> 0 
only «o = 1 is possible since substitution of «o = -1 in (3.29) 
gives a = 0 After these remarks the system (3.28) can easily be 
solved for a, b , and c ' and the lemma follows. 
Next ~1e wish to apply Theorem 2 . 1'hus let e : ~ + End Ol be a 
representation with l<er 6 = Yl ( ~1 ) 2 • In this case 
6 is uniquely determined by the single endomorphism a (e1 ) There-
fore we consider the set of all pair~1ise non-equivalent representations 
a for lvhich a(e1 ) is a 2x2 Jordan matrix relative to the basis 
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That is, e(e1 ) has one of the following forms: 
ll 0 l.:J:_:l_. Let 6(e1 ) = ( 0 y), e(e2 ) = e(e 3 ) = 0. Assume 
Ol = Re 4 ED Re 5 • We calculate B2 (~,e) . Therefore let 
f = ( ~ ): Cj + Ol be linear (coordinates relative to {e 4 ,e 5 }). Then 
for X, Y in ~ , 
where 
Hence 
8f(X,Y) = O(X)f(Y)- O(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y] 
__ [(SlPz-«Wz+:.o3) 812 + (flt(l3-tPz-«\P3)B13) 
<Y.Pz-a.Pz+>P3) 812 + (y.p3->Pz-«>P3) 813 
(X,Y) 
8 2<~,e> = <[8~z], [8 : 2], [
8~3), [s:J), 
relative to {e 11 ,e 5 }. It remains to check if [ 8~ 3 ) and (8~ 3 ) 
generate any cocycles. Computations give 
and 
Hence 
if and only if 
(2a-S)r 
(2a-y)s 
(3.30) 
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Solving the system (3.30) we obtain, 
= l B23 Re 4 , whenever O(e 1 ) = <20a ~~ 
B23 (Re 4+Re 5 ), whenever o(e 1 ) = 2a( 0 
, y * 2cx 
o(e ) = (a 0 ) o * 2a. 1 0 2cx ' " 
this case can be omitted because of symmetry. 
Further it is easily seen that 
and 
But 
Now for e(e1 ) = <
2
0cx ~), Y*2a, the fixed point group K(e) of e 
in Autc:J x Aut 01. is given as foll01~s: 
K( e) = K( e)+ = {(A+, .p) : >jl = (~ x~ 1 ) or •P = (y~ 1 ~) , x*O, y-~>0} , if a> 0, 
and 
K(O) = {(A_, (-x ~ 1 )) : x*O} U K(e)+, if ex = 0. 0 x' 
It follov1s that H ( SJ ,e) consists of exactly one K(o)-orbit for 
every e . 
3.4. 3. Proposition. The admissible extensions of Cj3 , 4 (a), a<: 0, 
bys Cit= Re 4 + Re 5 corre'sponding to the representation e with 
( 2cx 0) e c1) = < o a ' ex > o or 13 * 0 , are within isomorphisms the Lie 
algebras 
These Lie algebras are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
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3.4.4. Let e(e1 ) = (g !>, l<er e = Re 2 + Re 3 = n. Let us calculate 
B 2 ( vJ , e) If f = ( ~ ) : ('-:J 3 ,q< a) + Ol is linear , if(_= Re 4 + Re 5 , 
then if ~ = <~1 .~2 .~3 ), o/ = <o/1 'o/2'o/3)' 
Bf(X,Y) = e(X)f(Y)- o(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y] 
X,YE~. 
Hence 
Next, let B = ( ~ ) B2 3 vie check the cocycle identity' 
r;(o(X)B(Y,Z) +B(X,[Y,Z])) 
Hence B is a cocycle if and only if 
((l-2a)r + s = 0 
((l-2a)s = 0 
Solving this system we obtain, 
Now the fixed point group of e is seen to be, 
where (Aut CJ ) 0 is the identity component of Aut ~ ((Aut~ ) 0 =Aut tj 
unless a = 0 ) . 
follO\<IS that 
t Since (A+) B23A+ 
H2 ( ~,e) consist 
- (a 2 + b 2 ) B mod B 2 ( CJ, 0 ) , it 
- 2 3 ' 
of exactly one K(e)-orbit. 
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3.4.5. Proposition. The extensions of by Ot corresponding 
to the representation 
Lie algebras 
<~e(e 1 )) are, within idomorphisms, the 
~ ~((B23 ), (2a 1 )) 
0 0 2a 
These Lie algebras are pair1~ise non-isomorphic. 
3. 4. 6. Let e(e ) ~ ( B Y) • 1 -y s 
6(X)f(Y)- 6(Y)f(X)- f[X,Y) 
If SJ + CJl is linear, 
[
(il<P2+lj!2-w.p2+<p3)B12 + (Sq1 3+ljJ3-qJ2-atp3)B13} 
= (X,Y) 
( -(jl2 + i3.P 2 -aljJ 2 +1/J 3) 812 + ( -<p3 +i3ljJ3-ljJ2-a~ 3) 8 13 
and dimB 2 ('{\,e) ~ 4. 
Checking the cocycle identity for B = ( ~ )B 23 , we end up with the 
system 
(2a-13)r- s ~ 0 
r + (2a-!l)s = 0 
which has a determinant (2a-13) 2 + 1 * 0, hence has only the trivial 
solution r = s = 0 This gives H 2 ( C;}, e) = ( 0) and there are no 
extensions. This completes our discussion of ~ 3 , 4 (a) . 
3.5. Extensions of ( ~ 1 ) 3 • Let 
Since [ ~, t.:J ) ~ ( 0) and c:J is nilpotent, there are several cases 
for nilpotent subalgebra r1. . Let 0 be a representation of CJ in 
Ol = Re 4 + Re 5 • 
Now if 1'1 ~ SJ 
For each 1'1 we assume ker 0 ::> 'Yl . 
then 6 = 0 and all (?1-admissible) centl'al 
extensions of ~ by Ol are knovm to be isomorphic with 
'YI ~ Cj( (812)) 
5,2 B13 
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3.5.1. Next, if dim Y/ = 2 we may clearly assume 'f'l = <e 2 ,e 3 ) , 
and e is uniquely given by the single endomorphism e (e1 ) , which 
we may assume is represented by a Jordan normal form. Hence \Ve 
discuss the following cases. 
Let e (e1 ) = 
and s = 0 . 
0! (( B2 3) ( 0 
-.:1 0 ' 0 
( « 0 r 0 1 ) . The form B = ( s ) B2 3 is a cocycle iff « = 0 
Obviously ~ 0 n J <'YO = (0) , however the extension B 
~)) is isomorphic with the direct product 
(Lie relations [e1 ,e 5J = e 5 , 
only 11-admissible extension 
[e2,e3] = e4). 
(B 2 (1j,e> = 
This is seen to be the 
if e<e1 ) = 
cfr. (1.2). 
Let 
0 0 
«s >,<s 1 >> >. 12 ·. 3 Next, 
is nilpotent, and this case is omitted, 
Then one has 
moreover ( ~ )B23 is no cocycle. Hence 1ve find no extensions. 
Finally let O(e1) = <!1 ~). Again (~)B23 is no cocycle, and B 2 (~ ,e) 
is as in the previous case. 
Remark:. Since Aut C;J = GL(3,R) it is seen that a o (e1 ) = e(Ae 1 ) , 
and A (')1 ) =1'1 where A diag(a,a -1 '1) ' a* 0. Hence it suffices , = 
to consider (a 0 0) 1 rather than (« 0 0) ll , etc. . .. , above. 
3. 5. 2. If dim 'Vl = 1 , then ~ 0 n j (V/ ) * ( 0) for all alternating B 
bilinear maps B. Hence this case gives no new Lie algebra. Next 
assume 'Yl = (O) . 
\Ve may assume e<e1 ) is a Jordan normal form. 
all 
Let O(e1 ) = (~ ~) , and assume 
i = 1,2,3, Then \Ve must have 
e(e.) * AI for all A and 
l. 
e<e 2 ) = diag(fl,y), e<e 3 )=(A,~), 
and since (a,1), (j3,J-), (A,~) are linearly dependent, k:er e * (0). 
Therefore there are no Yl-admissible extensions, see ( 1. 2) 
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Assume next o (e 1 ) = I . 
commuting 2x2-·matrices, and HG may assume a (e2 ) is a Jordan 
normal form. NoH, if e(e 2 ) is a diagonal matrix then so is a(e 3 ), 
and He find kcr a * ( 0) as above. 
Suppose e<e 2 ) <" 1) hence a<e 3 ) 
- (3 y) and again ker a * ( 0). = 
- ( 0 0 a ' e ' 
Finally, let e(e 2 ) = ( a 1) -1 a ' e (e3 ) = ( 8 ··y y) 8 It is immediate 
that ker e 
* 
( 0 ) • 
Similar arguments apply Hhen 
Hence there are no '/It-admissible extensions. 
This completes our discussion of the case 'n = ( 0) . 
3. 6. Extensions of ~2 x SJ1 . \1e define C-;;J = C;J 2 x ~1 by the basis 
relation [e1 ,e 2 J = e 2 , e 3 is central. In this case [~,c;sl = (e 2 ) 
Hhereas the nilradical is (e 2 ,e 3 ) . If 11 = (e 2 ) no cocycle B 
satisfies ~ 0 n J <1'1 ) = ( 0) and all semidir.ect products are seen B 
to be direct products, hence He put 'Y1 = (e 2 ,e 3 ) . 
Let a:c:J..,. End(Re 4 +Re 5 ) be a representation with kere ='11-. As 
before it suffices to discuss the various Jordan normal forms e<e 1 ) 
3. 6 .1. Lemma. The automorphism group Aut (9J 2x Sl'1 ) is canonically 
isomorphic Hith the group of all matrices 
[1 0 0} A = a b 0 c d e (3.31) 
The above lemma implies that eoA = e for every A in Aut(Sf) 
and all representations e with ker 0 = 'l'l . 
3.6.2. 
3 .~ be linear, ~ = E ~.e. , • = i=1 1 1 
, and let 
3 . 
E • .e'.' i=1 1 1 
f = ( ~ ) : 0 ..,. Ol = Re 4 + Re 5 
Then df = (a-s)(:~JB12 , 
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a * fl 
Checking the cocycle identity we obtain 
a * 1 and fl * 1 ' ~onj(/1.) * (O) B 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.35) 
(3,36) 
for all B Moreover, if 
in H 2 ( Sl , 0 ) . vie observe also that ( 3. 36) is transformed into ( 3. 35) 
0 1 fl1 by w = <1 0 ) E Autv~. 
Using Lemma 3.6.1 we find 
(3.37) 
Now if a = a = 1 (as in (3,34)), then e<e 1 ) = I is left fixed 
by all of Aut ( al) Hence K( e) = Aut ( c:J) X Aut ( Ol) . Combining 
this with (3.37) and (3.38) the orbit space H 2 (~,e)/K(B) is seen 
to consist of exactly three orbits, passing through the cocycles 
(B~3J, [:~~J, (:~:J , respectively. Further, if u * 1 and fl = 1 
~sin (3.35)), there are two K(B)-orbits in H 2 (~,e) for each 
value of a . These orbits are determined by the cocycles 
and [ 
0 
J , respectively. 
B23 
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Combining this ~1e obtain the following three families of '?1-admiss-
ible extensions, 
0,)5 10{ct) = vJ < [ o J '[a ~ J ) , B23 0 (3.39) 
SJ5,11(a) = cd < (
8
13], (a 
B23 0 ~]) (3.40) 
~ 5,12 = Cj( (B23) '(1 B12 0 ~) ) (3.4l) 
The above Lie algebras are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
3.6.3. Let e(e 1 ) = (~ !) . Then one finds 
B2<r2,el = ( (B~ 2 ) '(B~ 3 ) '[B:J) Ci = 1 (3.42) 
B2(r"d,e) 
= <[B~2],[B:J,[B~3]) ' Ci = 0 (3.43) 
(3.44) 
Furthermore, checking the cocycle identity we obtain 
H 2 (~,e) = <(B~ 3 ),[s~J) ' Ci = 1 (3.45) 
H2 (Cd,O) 
= < (s:
3
J) , a = 0 {3,116) 
H2 ( ~1,8) = (0) , a * 0 and a * 1 (3.47) 
Only the case a = 1 can give 1'1 -admissible extensions, and in 
this case the isotropy group K(e) of e in 
Aut C:J x H , \·lhere H consists of all mat ices 
Combining this 1o1i th ( 3. 3 7) and ( 3, 3 8) we obtain two 
is 
Y) , x * 0, 
X 
K(e)-orbits in 
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H2 ( <a,o), and they yield the following 'Yl-admissible extensions, 
<15,15 = ca<(B~3)·(~ ~) ) (3.48) 
~ 5,16 = ~( (B23) '(1 ~)) (3.49) B12 0 
3. 6. 4. Let ll * 0 . One finds 
all a, ll. 
Let e = o Since LB23 (X,[Y,Z]) * 0 we obtain no 'VI-admissible 
central extensions. 
This completes our discussion of <:g 2 x ~1 . 
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of ( ~ 1 ) 2 • Let . 0J = ( ~1 ) 2 (for <=:J = ~2 see 4 . 8 ) , --~------------~-4. Extensions 0{ = ( <:;J 1 ) 3 Let e : ~ + End0t be a representation, and let 
11 C cd be a SUbalgebra 1\Ti th ker e ;:) 'Yl o Now if then e 
vanishes identically and we have only central ex·tensions 
~ 
by 01.. . Hence <-J is nilpotent. Therefore we assume 'VI * SJ . 
I~et {e 1 ,e 2 } be a basis .for CJ If 'Y1 has dimension one then 
all bilinear cocycles l3 : ~ x (1 + ()t are degenerate on 'V1 . · Hence 
we assume 11( = (0) . 
Since Cj is abelian we have [ (X) ( Y) l 0 for a 11 X 
' 
Y ;n G1 e ,e = ~ d 
Horeover, we need only consider> those e for which O(X) is nil·· 
potent if and only if X = 0 (Theorem 1). Further, we may always 
assume via a change of basis in OL that e<e1 ) is represented by 
a Jordan normal form. (For simplicity of notation we include matri-
ces with complex eigenvalues such as r~ ~ ~) among the Jordan forms.) 
lo -1 13 
Now the non-nilpotent 3x3 Jordan forms are given (within a scalar 
factor) by the five following families of matrices A . 
( 1) [0 0 0] 0 1 1 
0 0 1 
( 2 ) ( 3) ( g 0 0] 
Cl 1 
0 Cl 
( 4) [1 0 
0 Cl 
0 0 
~) ( 5) 
[
a 0 OJ 0 fl 1 
0 -1 (3 • 
Next we determine all 3x3 matrices B that commute with the above 
operators A , and such that no nontrivial linear combination of A 
and B is nilpotent. 
e of 0j in 01 (let 
Such a pair {A,B} generates a representation 
e(e1 ) 
operates on the pair {A, B} 
= {aA+bB, cA+dB} • 
are in same GL(2,R) orbit. 
'!'{A,B} = {'!'A'l'-1 ,'l'A'l'-1} . By 
= A, e(e 2 ) = B ) • 
in the following 
Further , Aut ( 0<. ) 
J {A,B} ~ {A1 ,B1 } 
and {A1 ,B1 } are conjugate under GL(3,R). 
Now Aut(~) = GL(2 ,R) 
way, (a 
c 
b d){A,B} 
= GL(3,R) operates by 
we mean that {A,B} 
By Theorem 2, classi~ 
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fying all irreducible semidirect products 0( x 6 G;J amounts to 
determining all GL(2,R) x GL(3,R) orbits of commuting pairs {A,B} 
It is to this task we now turn. 
lf .1. Let A = (~ ~ ~] • The commutan·t of B consis·ts of all 
0 0 1 
matrices B = [~ g ~} . We assume a * 0 , otherwise bA- B is 
0 0 b 
nilpotent. 
4 . 1 • 1 . Let b * c . Then 
{A,B} ~ {A-(c-b)-1 a(B-bA), a - 1 (B-bA)} 
[
1 0 0 ] . 
= {diag(1-a(c-b)-1 ,1,1), 0 0 a-1(c-b) } 
0 0 0 
which is Jordan equivalent with the pair 
(4.1) 
Hence {A,B} is in the Aut C;lx Aut Ot- orbit .n(-r) of the pair in 
(4.1) with -r = 1-a(c-b)·-1 . 
This gives the one-par'ameterfamily of Lie algebras ~5 , 24 <-r) = Chx 6 c:J. 
4 .1. 2. Assume b = c Then 
{A,B}~{A,a-1 (B-·bA)} = {[~ ~ ~], diag(1,0,0)}, 
0 0 1 
and the lat·ter pair is seen to generate the direct product 
~(e)= Cj2xS!3,3' 
4. 2. 
ces 
Let A = (6 i q 
B = (~ ~ ~] • 0 ~e:e 
0 0 a 
The conunutant of A consists of all matri-
B - aA is nilpotent. Hence this case is 
omitted (Theorem 1, (1.2)). 
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4.3.1. Let A = (1 0 OJ 0 a 1 , at1. The commuting matrices are of the 
----
= [~ 0 OJ 0 0 a form B b c , and we assume Na ~ b otherw1· se a- 1B- A 1' s " ... ' 0 b 
nilpotent. 
4.3.1.1. Let a = 0 Then b * 0 and 
-1 -1 
{ [ ~ 0 0] r~ 0 OJ {A,B} ~ {A,b B-b cA} = 0 1 ' 0 1 0 } 0 0 0 0 1 
-1 (1 0 ~l [a o o) where a = -cb • Put a<e 1 > = 0 0 , a<e 2 > = 0 1 0 0 0 0) 0 0 1 
This gives the one-parameterfarnily of Lie algebras cj5 , 25 <a> = Otx 9 g 
of 4 .1.1. 
4 . 3 . 1 . 2 • Let a * 0 , and b * c . Then 
b 1 1 
= { ( ~ 0 ~] , [ ~ 0 ~]} {A,B} ~ {-b A +c=1} B, -b(cA-B)} 0 1 c- c- c-· 0 0 
where 13 = a-ab 
-c-b and y = 
ac-a 
·-c-b 
Hence 
{A,B} ~ { (~ 0 0 j (~ 0 ~}}~{(~ 0 ~] ' ( ~ 0 ~L o s-1 ' 1. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1) 
Thus if a<e1 )=A, a(e 2 > = B then e is in one of the 
Aut ?J x Aut ()(-orbits corresponding to 4.1.1. 
4. 3. 1. 3. Let a * 0 , and b = c , 
If b = c = o then -1 {aA-B,a B} gives rise to a Lie algebra which 
is a direct product of two non-trivial Lie algebras. If b * 0 and 
a = b/a then aA-B = 0 , hence is nilpotent, and this case can be 
omitted. If b * 0 and a* b/a then 
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and if a = 1 the last pair is of the form 
[1 0 0] { 0 0 0 0 0 0 [0 0 OJ '011}, 0 0 1 
which is seen to determine a direct product of two Lie algebras. 
If a * 1 we obtain 
[
t 0 OJ (0 0 OJ [1 {A,B} N { 0 0 1 ' 0 1 1 } N { 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
g ~] ' (g ~ ~)} 
0 0 0 0 1 
and this leads to the case 4. 1.1 , or 'J 5 ' 2 4 ( T ) • 
Next if b = c * 0 , and a = 0 , then 
-1 b-1 1 {A B}""{A··ab B -8--A} 
' ' 1-a 1-a 
0 0 _1] [-(1-a)-
1 0 
0 (1-a) , 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
Thus we are in the GL(2,R)><GL(3,R) orbits of 4.1.1. This 
completes the discussion in case a * 1 , 
4.3.2. Let A = [~ ~ 
0 0 
~ 1 . 1J The matrices commuting with 
the form B = [~ ~ ~} 
0 0 e 
, where d * 0 or a * e , 
4.3.2.1. Assume e*f· Then 
{A,B} -1 N {A,(e-f) (B-fA)} 
which is of the form 
{ (~ 0 o) (~ 0 ~] } ' a-f d 1 iJ 0 1 ~ = c 0 = ' e-r' e: = e-r' e-f 0 0 0 1 . 
(~ 0 ~) -1 ( 1 0 -z) Now let 'i! = 1 • Then 'i! = -u 1 uz , and 0 0 0 1 
.pAJj!-1 
'i! [! 0 ~Jw- 1 [ <~+u+o 0 z(1-B)+e: ] = A ' 1 = 1 (1-fl)tz+e:u-oz 0 0 
A are of 
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Since a * e we have a * 1 Put 
Then u = 
(S-1)u+6 = 0 
(1-(3)z+ e = 0 
6 e 
r=-s ' z = a-1 ' 
(a 0 ~)f-1 = [~ ~l~ 1 0 1 
and 
0 0 ) 1 eu 
0 1 
= c . 
This means that A and B can be brought simultaneously on 
Jordan normal form via Aut <tf x Aut Cit • 
Now, if eu * 1 then 
and the latter pair is of the form 
[
T 0 OJ [1 0 OJ {010,00o}, 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
Vlhich can be transformed into 
[
1: 0 
il{o1 
0 0 
OJ r1 0 OJ o , lo o 1 } , 
1 0 0 0 
p = eu , 
conjugating with 1jJ = (~ ~-·1 g) Thus we are reduced to the case 
0 0 0 
Next, if eu = 1 then 
{A,B}- {A-(B-1)-1 (C-A),C-A} = {(~ 0 OJ ((3-1 0 1 1 , 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
which is seen to generate the reducible Lie algebra 
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4. 3. 2. 2. Assume e = f • Then since a* e , 
{A,B} ~ {A-(a-e)-i(B-eA), (a-e)-i(B-eA)} = { r~ ~ ~1 
0 0 1 
rt0 o0 o] 00 } • lo o 
This again leads to the reducible Lie algebra 9 2 x S 3 , 3 
4. 4. Let [
1 0 
A = 0 a 
0 0 
~} = diag(1 ,a ,tl) • 
For convenience we split the discussion into several cases. 
4.4.1. Assume If a = 0 we have AB==dl(·~gff]'O) 
0 d e 
, and 
the commutant of A consists of all matrices Now if 
a = 0 , the representation e given by o<e1 ) = 
= <C;71)3 xe (~1)2 
A, e(e 2 ) = B 
generates a Lie algebra ~<a> which splits into 
a (nontrivial) direct product. Hence He assume a* 0 • It suffices 
to consider Jordan normal forms A. 
B = (~ 0 ~J Thus if 0 then 0 
~ { (~ 0 0 J [0 0 0) {A, B} 0 0 ' 0 0 1 } 
0 0 0 0 0 
where the second matrice is nilpotent. Hence this case is omitted, 
(2.1). Similarly, if 
B = (~ ~ 1] or (1 0 OJ 0 B y 0 -·y tl 
then {A,B} gives rise to Lie algebras that are direct products. 
Next, assume a * 0 and a * 1 . Then \Ve may write 
A = diag(a,1 ,1) , via multiplication vlith 
ant of A consists of all B = (g ~ ~) . 
0 d e 
a scalar. 
Since A 
Now the commut-
is fixed under 
conjugation wi·th matrices 1J = r 6 x y , we need 0 0} only consider 
lO u v 
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Jordan normal forms B . Omitting nilpotent matrices we have the 
following four cases for B , 
0 OJ [1 0 0 1 ' 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
OJ [0 0 OJ 1,0(31. 
1 0 -1 (3 • 
( 4. 2) 
Now the three first cases of (4.2) are contained in 4.1 and 4.3, and 
they all give the same GL(2 ,R) x GL(3 ,R) orbit O(a) , containing 
the pair 
0 0) [1 0 1 0 ' 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
a* 0 . 
Next if B = (~ ~ ~] we obtain orbits (l(a' 13) with n(a '(3) * n(a' 'a I) 
0 -1 13 
iff (a,a) *(a' ,13 1 ). 
4.4.2. Let A = diag(1,1,13) If 13*0 this is contained in 4.4.1. 
If 13=0 then the commuting matrices are B = W g ~] . We assume 
e * 0 , otherwise the corresponding Lie algebras •are direct products 
of proper subalgebras. Write B as a Jordan normal form. Then one 
has as in If .1 and 4. 3 , 
{A,B} ~ {A, (g 1 0) 0 0 
0 1 
whenever all the eigenvalues of B are real. 
\ole obtain the orbit (l (0' a) of 4. 4 .1. 
4.4.3. Let A = diag ( 1 , a , ll) , IV here a * 13 and a * 1 , 0 ; 13 * 1 , 0 
The commuting matrices are B = diag(a,b,c) Then , if 13a * c , 
{A,B} ~ {A,(aA-B)(I3a-c)-1 } = {A,diag(O,t,1)} 
Note that aa * c or aa * b , otherHise aA-B = 0 . 
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Hence we may assume lla-c * 0 . Further 
where t = 
{A,B} ~ {diag(1,a-Bt,O), diag(O,t,1)} 
~ {diag(s,1,0), diag(0,1,t)} 
aa-c 
lla-c and 
-1 a ll-c 
s = (a-Bt) = (a-ll)c 
11.4. 4. Finally, if A = I then any B commutes, and we may obvi-
ously assume B is of Jordan normal form. Hence this case is con-
tained in 4. 1 - 4. 4 above, and in 4. 5 below. 
4.5. Assume A= Oll1 (
a 0 0] 
The commuting matrices are of the form 
0 -1 ll 
ra 0 OJ B= Obc. lO -c b 
4 • 5 .1. Let a = 0 . If c = 0 and b * 0 we can write, via multi-
plication with -1 b , B = diag(0,1,1) 
{A,B}"' {[~ ~ ~]•[~ ~ ~]}, 
0 -1 0 0 0 1 
Next, if b = 0 and c * 0 , we may assume 
(
o o o) 
B = 0 0 1J 
0 -1 0 
Hence , if ll * 0 , 
Hence 
{A,B} N { (~ ~ g)•(g g ~]}"' {diag(a,1,1),(g g ~}} 
0 B 0 -1 0 0 -1 o 
If ll = 0 , then {A, B} generates a direct product of two nontrivial 
Lie algebras. 
Finally if b * 0 and c * 0 , we obtain 
{A,B} ~ 0 OJ (0 0 OJ 10,0d1}, 
0 1 0 -·1 d 
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whenever a * 0 • Again ll = 0 
cases above can be subsumed in 
4 • 5 • 2 . Let a * 0 • If a = 0 we are reduced to the case 4 • 5 .1. 
On the other hand, if a * 0 , we can reduce the case to 4 • 5 • 1 by 
considering the pair -1 {A,a a A-B} . 
4. 6. We summarize the results of 4 .1 -· 4. 5 as follows. A represen-
tation 0 of the Lie algebra ~ is said to be a representation of 
non-nilpotent operators provided e (x) is nilpotent iff x = 0 , 
(x E <:J ) • 
_:1.6.1. Proposition. Let e:(~ 1 ) 2 -+ End(~1 ) 3 be a representation 
of non-nilpotent operators. Assume the semidirect product of Lie 
algebras ( c:t 1 ) 
3 x 6 ( CJ 1 ) 2 contains no nontrivial direct factors. 
Le ·t < > 2 r d < > 5 rr- b b · f < c. > 2 d ei i= 1 = L an ei i= 3 = y e asls or 01 an 
( ~ 1 ) 3 respectively. 
(1) Suppose e(x) has only real eigenvalues for all x in 
<~ 1 ) 2 Then e lies in the GL(2,JR)xGL(3,JR)-orbit of exactly 
one of the foll01·1ing families of representations. 
ON (e2) = [1~ 0~ 06) , N ... 1 o (a) ea , where ea<e 1 ) = diag(a,1,1) and ~ ~ T 
(b) 6 0 , where e 0 (e 1 ) = diag(a,1,0) and a,IJ «:~P 
ea,fl<e 2 > = diag<o,1,a>, o < ial ;;;1, 1;;; ifll, <a,a> * <-1,1> 
(2) Suppose O(e 2 ) has a non-real eigenvalue. Then e lies in 
the 
't a,B 
a * 0 
'GL:~~:) x 't:L,(fl3(~:~ -:r:::g :: ':~::tl:n:ne 't :f, a:::) r:prrrrr} t'ions 
0 -1 0 
or !l * 0 
In (1) and (2) the representations are given relative to (; and '}' . 
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4.6.2. The representations 0 a> 0 > and T a in 4.6.1 deter-a,,_, a a,,., 
mine within isomorphicms all the irreducible semidirect products 
of the abelian Lie algebras 
by SJ 5 , 2 4 ( a ' fl ) ' c;r 5 , 2 5 ( a ) ' 
( Sl 1 ) 2 and ( <j 1 ) 3 • They are denoted 
and ~ 5 26 <a,tl), respectively. , 
4.7. Proposition 4.6.1 classifies all irreducible semidirect 
products <~ 1 ) 3 x 0 <';r 1 ) 2 . In order to complete our classification 
of solvable extensions of (SJ1 ) 2 by <Sf 1 l 3 we must determine 
the second cohomology groups H2(( c:t 1 )
2 
,e) • Vie start with the 
representations ea' ea,fl' and Ta,fl of Proposition 4.6.1. 
4.7.1. Let 
for ( ~ ) 2 1 
and O(e 2 ) = 
e = e 
a 
and 'I 
(1 0 0) 0  1 
0 0 0 
a * 1 . Hence we can find basis C' =(e.)~ 1 v l. l.= 
for ( ~ ) 3 1 such that a (e 1 ) = diag(a,1,1) 
relative to T. We claim that H2((~1)2,e) 
= ( 0) . Let f : ( ~ 1 ) 2 + ( 1'1 ) 3 be linear. l'lriting f = <P2 ~2 (~1 ~1} 
relative to f and J we have ql3 ~3 
df(X,Y) = O(X)f(Y) •· e(Y)f(X) 
where X, Y E ( ~1) 2. Hence ·the space of co boundaries consists of 
(B12e 3 ,B12 e 4 ,B12e 5 ) and H
2 ( S,e) = (0); 
Let e = e 
a,fl 
diag(O,i,fl) • 
Hence we may assume e<e1 ) = diag(a,1,0), 
vlith notation as in 4. 7.1 1~e have 
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Hence H2 < CJ ,e) = (0) if (3 * 0 and H 2 (~,e) = ( [ ~ } ) if fl = 0 312 
Assume therefove !l = 0 Via a change of basis in s we have 
e(e1 ) = d iag ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) , O(e 2 ) = d iag ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) , and we obtain the Lie 
algebra ~5 27 = C;J<B12 ,e) (We note that this pavticular e was 
' 
not allowed in 4.6.1 since it I generates a !'educible semidirect 
'!" D ' a,~ 
Hence we assume e(e1) = diag(a,1,1), 
Using the notation of 4.7.1 we have 
(B o oJ·[qJ1 1/>1] (Y } [B o o) [(j)1 + x 2 0 o 1 qJ 2 .p 2 1 - y 2 0 0 1 qJ2 
. 0 -1 0 y 2 0 -1 0 (j)3 1/13 (j)3 
Thevefore H2 <<J,e) = (0) unless a=B=O, and 
[Bi2) ( 0 ) 0 vie obtain the Lie algebra = 5,28 <B12 ,-r 0 , 0 l with 
bvacket operations 
[e1,e2) = e3 
' 
[e1 ,elf] = e4 , [e1,e5] = e5 
' 
[e2,e4] = e5 
' 
[e2,e5] = 
-ell 
(Note that 
'o,o generates a veducible semidivect product.) 
Finally 1~e must 
End(( S1 ) 3 ) 
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considel' all representations 
which are not in the orbits of the repre-
sentations o , 0 a , and t 0 Checking the sections 4 .1 - 4. 5 a a,~ a,~ 
we see that the only possibility is the representation e with 
e<e 1 ) = diag(1,0,0) and e(e 2 ) = (~ ~ ~) • Computing as above one 
finds H2 ( , 0) = (0) • Hence there are no extensions. 
4. 7. 5. Summing up, there are tl·lO non-semidirect extensions of 
<SJ 1 )
2 by (~. 1)~ satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. They are 
SJ 5 , 27 = ~<B12 ,e), e<e1 ) = diag(1,0,0), e<e 2 ) = diag(0,1,0) 
4.8. Let SJ = <12 with defining basis relations [e1'e 2 J = e 2 . 
Hence the corrunutator and nilradical both are equal to (e 2 ) , and we 
~ -- ~ put r~ (e 2 ) . Let B be an alternating bilinear map on ·d with 
values in ( S1 ) 3 It is immediate that ~Bo 0 a ( '}J,) * ( 0) Hence 
there are no 'h -admissible extensions of SJ 2 by ( S1 ) 3 • 
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5, Extensions of <J1 . 
case H2 ( Sf, 0t) " ( 0) , 
l"et ~ " ~ 1 , ()( = ( S/ 1 ) 4 • In this 
and all extensions of SJ by OL are given 
as semidirect products Sf (a) = ( Sf1 ) 4 x a CJ1 , where e : C!J + End 0!. 
is a representation, Let e 1 E ~ 1 , e 1 * 0 Then a is uniquely 
determined by its value at e 1 . Hence it is sufficient to consider 
all possible Jordan normal forms e<e1 ) Further Aut ~ acts via 
multiplication by nonzero real numbers, Thus vie can "normalize" 
the Jordan forms. Finally we omit the nilpotent matrices e(e1 ) 
Fix a basis C = (e.)~ 2 for 0(. , We realize a (e1 ) relative to v ~ ~= 
€, as folloi·7S .. 
5.1. Assume e<e 1 ) has only real eigenvalues. There are five 
cases to consider. 
[! 
1 0 
!] [! 
1 0 
l] [! 
0 0 
!] a 0 I u I :; 1 1 1 a 1 0 1 , 0 1 , 0 a ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
[! 
0 0 
!I a 0 - 1 < a :; a < 0 ' or 0 <a:>a:>1, or -1:>a<O & 0 B ' 0 0 0<13:>1, or a = o & o < I a I :> 1 ; 
[! 
0 0 !I a 0 O<a;:;a:>y:>1 , or -1<a:>f3;>y<O, or 0 f3 ' 0 0 -1:ia:5(3<0 & O<y:i1, or .. l:ia<O & 0<f3;,iy:51. 
This gives the five families of Lie algebras 
~5,29(a), (j5,30' C;r5 ,31 (a)' '1s,32<a,a), and ~5 ,33<a,f3,y) 
respectively, 
5.2. a<e 1 ) has complex eigenvalues. There are three cases to 
consider. 
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[! 
0 00] fl 0 0 
a > 0 , O<illl:i1 0 y 1 ' 
0 -1 y 
["'00] 0 a 0 0 a <: 0 0 0 fl 1 , 
0 0 -1 fl 
[. 10 '] -1 a 0 0 a 6 0 ~ y > 0 • DOlly' 
0 0 -·y ll 
From the above 11e obtain the three following families of pairwise 
nonisomorphic Lie algebras, 
SJ 5 '3 4 (a ' fl 'Y) ' Sf 5 '3 5 (a ' fl) ' and 0 5 '3 6 (a' fl 'Y) 
respectively. 
This completes our construction of real sovable Lie algebras 
of dimension five. 
6. Tables - 58 -
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6.1 The case dim S - 4 dim ot- 1 F - lR 
1 n Heprcs(.•ntatiun 0 Lie products in extension 'i(B & ) Cj(s,a) Cocvcle B l r c. in 
' . a~ o 0 : [e1,ez) = •s 
'Yts,1 
. (~I )4 ( 11 )4 Bn + B, 1 [e3 ,e4 ) = •s I . 
I 
Sl 52 ( ~I )2 e(e1)e 5 m 
I 
[el,esl=es=[e3,esl •s [el,ez] = ez · ·[e3,e4]ae~: ~5 I (ez,e,) a(e3)es = •s I Ce2,e4l"es I • 
Bz4 I 
"' 
I' 
~3 1 )(' ~1 ~3lx<j1 a 
~ 0 [el,e2] = e3 [el,e4) " •s 11s,3 
• • B14 + B23 [e2,e3] = •s 
~3·,, a(el)es = 2es [el,esl " 2es 5' 5,2 
1. 'l (e2,e3,e4) B34 [e3,e4] = •s 
a(e1les = •s [e1,e3l = •3 [e1,e4l•e4 (e1,esl " •s 15 '3 
Bz4 [ez,e3] " .. (e2,e4] = •s 
a(e1les = •s Ce2,e3l = •• (e1,e4l=e4 i (e1,esl = •s ~ 5 4 B24 + B13 I 
·[ez,e4] [e1,e3l "e3+es = es • 
. 
I 
e(e1)es = •s Ce2,e3l " .. (el,e4] ""41 [el,esl = es s 5. 5 I B24- B13 [e 1 ,e~]ae3~-es, [e2,e4] = •s 
( ~I) 2 e(el)e5 = 2es (e1,e3l =e3 (e1, e4] = e4 
I . 
1 (el,esl = 2e 5 
<is,G q" 2 e(e2) = 0 I [ -(e2,e3l•·e4 [e2,e4]"e3 1 e3,e4] = •s 
• (e3,e4) ·B34 I I . 
' 
I 
1·. ,3 ~4,3 a = o, B14 [el,e2]"e3 [el,etl • e4 : [e1,e4] " •s "hs,s ~ 
ns,G e = Q., B14+B23 ; [•t>•4l" (e2,e3l=e 
I 
I 
"*0,2: I I 
e(elles=(2n-l)es (el,ez] = (a-l)e2 l [el,esl = (2a-l)es 'l s, .,(a) 
Ce1,e3l 
I 
~4 q(a) 53 ,l Bz4 :cr e3. 1 [ez,e4] " •s o< a.S.2 ' kt "1 ) [e1,e4l a Cl elt 
.. 
I .. 
0~"~2 (e2 ,e,,e4 ) a(etles=(a+l)es [•2••31 .. •4 [el,esl "(p:+l)es 'ls,e (a) 
a+l · B34 [e3,e4] = •s o ~a .s,2 p. H .. 
.e(e; )e,=•e, [e 1 ,e 2 ]=e 2 +e 3 · (e ,e.J=,e 1 5 . 5 
<J, 
[el'e 3]=e 3 [e. e J=e g ,, 9 ~4,10 B 2' 2 , It . 5 [e 1 ,e,J =e. 
[e 2 ,e 3 ]=e, 
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5·. 2'. 'fhe case dim g = 3 , dim 0( = 2 , F = IR 
Repres. e Lie Products . in extension \i(B e) 
g(B,e) g 'h. Lie pro- I cocycle B 
·ducts in 9 
. 
d 1) 3 ( g 1) 3 e = o [e1,ez]=e4 flts,z 
(B1z,B13) 0 [e1 ,e3]=es 
< e1 'e2•"3 ) 
e(e1 )=(~ ~] : [e1,e4J=ae4 9s,to (a) ( q 1) 2 q 2 X 91 [e ,,e,J ae, [e1 ,e5 J=e 5 (ez,e3) (O,Bz3) [e, ,e 3]=e5 
1-
e(e1 >=[~ ~) 1 ( e 1 •. e4]=ae4 Ss, 11 (a) I I 
I [e1 ,e5]=e5 
(B13•Bz3) I I [ e I ;e.3]=e4 [ez,e3]=es J 
e(e1 )=I [e1,ez]=ez~es[el,e4]•e4 
gs i' 1 [el,esl=es 
(Bz3,B1z) I 
, 
I [ez,e3]=e4 I 
I 
-
[11) I [el ,e4]=e4 e(e1 )= I \0 1 I [e1,esl=es+e4 9s ,1 3 [el,e2l=e21 
(B23, 0 ) I [e2 ,e3]=e4 
·'. 
e(et>=[~ i) I [el ,e4]=e4 - I I 
95,14 [ ] · ~ (e 1 ,esl=e4+es 
e1,e2 =e21 ~s 
(Bz3•. B1zl l Ce2 ,e3l=e4 
-
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(dim 9 = 3 , dim OL= 2 , continue<:!) · 
9 en Repres, a Lie products in extension 9 (B,a l 
cocyc1e B Lie products l J(B,al in s I 
. 
93.1 I a = 0 I · [el ,e3l=e~ 
?ts, 4 I (e.l,ez,ey (BI3•BI4) 
I 
g 3 I I : [e! ,e4l=es I ( J I )2 a(e 1 )=[~ ~] 
[el,ez]=e3 
• . I I [e1,e5 l=e5 I 
Ss,, (e2,e3) I · [ez,e3]"e4 (Bz3,o) I • I 
I [el,'e4]=(a+l)e~ ( g l) 2 ) ("+1 OJ (el,ez]=ez >+es 95 , 16(a) a(el = 0 1 
53 z(a) ( Bz3,Btzl (e1,eJ]=ae3 (e 1,e 5 J=e 5 I a! ;: 1 
' (ez,e3) (ez ,e3]= e4 
( a+l OJ : (el,e4]=(a+l)e4 Ss, 1 Jafl) Ia! ~ 1 e(e1)= 0 8 (el,ez]=ez 
(BzJ,o) [e 1,eJ]=ae3 
(e·t,esl= Be 5 !ai_::,l,!l1<0 (e2 ,e 3 l=e~ 
[e 1 ,e,]=(a+1)e, · 
ra+l i J (el,esl=e4+(a+1)e 5 S5 ~ 6 (a) e(el)= o I [ez,e3]=e4 \ (l+ I lat~l 
I 
I 
(B23 ,o) I 
. . 
e(el >=(~ ~J (e 1 ,e~]=2e4 
ij 3 • 3 ( s ) 2 ( e1 • ez]=ez+e3 (e-l,esl= ae J5 1 ,'a) l (B23 ,0) . 5 • 
(,e 2 ,e 3 ) [e1,e3J=e3 (ez,e3]"e4 a#O 
. 
~(el )= (~ ~) (e1 ,eJ=e2 +e 3 (e1 ,e 4 J=2e 4 
(B23'Bl3) (el,e3]=e3 l+e5 
(e 1 ,e-5 J=e 5 15, 2 0 
1 (e2,e3]=e4 L 
. 
e(ej)=(~·n 'i (e1,e4]=2e4+e 5 I s s •. 2 1 I (el,esl=·2es I 
( BzJ,o) I I (ez ,e3]=i. e4 I 
-
. .. . 
· e(e 1)=( 2a ~) ' Ce1,e4]= 2« e4 (Cj )2 (el,ez]=aez-e3 I 9s,••(a,W 0 ' (el,esl=ee·
5 1 I (e 1,e3)=ea+ae3· I a>O 
S3 ,4(a) 
. (e2,e3) (B23,0) I [ez,e3)"e4 orPo!o .. 
. I .. .. 
" I . [el ,e4 1= 2cie4· · 
'· g ... 
. (2 '1} I [el,es,l,;e 4 +2'ae 5 a>O e(e;)= o" 2« = I 5, 2 ,(a) 
. I (ez,e3l"e4 · Cl ;;: 0 (Bz3 ,o) I 
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6. a. The case dim 9 = 2, dim 0( = 3 
He first list all semidirect products ( 5' 1) 3xa ( g 1 )2 • 
e(e 1) e(e2) Lie products in semidirect product S (a) (91)3xe(gl)z 
(a 1 ol ro l (e1,e3]=ae3 [e1,e4l=e4 · 9s ,.(a.,B) l 1 B [ez,e4]=e4 [ez,esl=aes O<la.ls.i lslal, (a,B)*(-1, l) 
Ia l (l 0 OJ · [e1,e3l=a.e3 [e1,e4l=e4 [et,es]=es S5 , 25(a) I 1 0  l [ez,e3]=e3 [ez,esl=e4 a.* l l li 0 0 0 
' 
(B o ol [e 1 ,e3l=ae3 [el ,e4l=e4 [el,es)=es [ e 2 , e ~ =ee, 95,,/a.,a) 0 0 1 [ez,e4]= [ez ,esl=e 4 lO -lO.J ·es a* 0 or ~>1!0 
' 
The remaining extensions of ( Sl) 2 by ( 91 ) 3 are listed below: 
g 'h Re:r>resentation Cocycle Lie products in .extension . g(B,a) 
a ( e1 ) e(e2) B S'<B,a) 
[1 \] (o l ol [L [el ,e3l= e3 [et,ez)=es 9 5,2 7 S,>• (0) [ez,e4)=e4 
(0 l ll (0 0 OJ (gl2} [e1,e4l=e4 (e 1 ,esl=es g 5 •• 8 .   l 0-10 [ez,e4]=-es [e2,e5J=e4 [et,ez]=e3 
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6. 4. The case dim 9 = 1, dim OC = 4, F = IR 
Jordan Lie products in semidireot S (e l 
forms e(e1) product 9 ( e ) = ( S 1 ) 4 xe 51 
[~ 1 0 n (e 1 ,e2 l=<ie2 (el ,e3l =ez + ae3 g5,29(a) " 0 0 1 ·. [e1 ,e4 ]=e4 [e1,e5l=e4 +e5 0 0 
'"' ~ 1 
r~ l 0 ~I [el,ez]=e2 [el,e3]"'ez + e3 .. 95 '0 1 1 0 1 • lg 0 0 [el,e4]"e3+e4 (el ,esl=e .. + es 
[~ 0 0 ~I (el,e2]= [el,e3]" ae 3 te 4 5$ 3 1{a) (I 1 e2 0 • (I [e1 ,e4 ]=. ae 4 +e 5 0 0 
re, ,eo 1-aeo 
[1 0 0 ~I [el,ez]=ez [el ,e 3]=ae3 5s •' 2(a,el 0· " 0 0 0 8 (el ,e4l=tie4 (el ,esl=e4 + 8es -1< a s.e<o. or O<.a;.:Ss.l, or 0 0 0 
-1 s.a<O & 0<8S.l, or 
a = o & 0<\a\s.l. 
[~ 0 0 ~I (el ,e2]=ez [e1 ,e 3]=ae3 S5 , ,(a,S,y) a 0 • o e (e 1 ,e~tl"8e 4 (el,esl=ves O<as.Ss.y::.l, or -l<as.as.v<o, o 0 0 
-1.:-;a;>S<O & O<y;>l, or 
r 
-1s.a<O & 0<8S.YS.l . 
[~ 0 0 01 (e 1 ,e2 l=ae2 (e1,e3l=se3 ls,H (a,a,y) a o o 0 y 1 [e 1 ,e~tl=ve .. -es [e1 ,esl=e4+ves a>O o<lel.::_1 0 -1 y • 
["'"] (e 1,e2]=ae2 [e1 ,e 3]=e2 + ae3 S's,35 (a,a) 0 a 0 0 0 0 8 1 [e1 ,e .. J=ee4 - es (el ,es ]=e ... + aes . a;: 0 
0 0 -1 8 
[a 1 0 01 
·' 
S'5 36 !a,8,y) [e1 ,e2]=ae2 -e3 (e1 ,e3]•e2 +ae3 l-1 a 0 0 ' 0 0 8 y ( e1 ,e4l=8e" -res [e1 ,esl=re4+8~ C1 ~ 0 ' y>O 0 0 -y 8 
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?· 5, Roots of five dimensional. solvable Lie algebras over~. 
p p 1 p2 denotes linearly independent linear functionals on the Lie 
algebra ~ 
~ 5 l 
' 
l5 2 
' ~ 5 ' 
' 
~ 5 ' • 
s s ' 5 
~5,. 
S5,7 (a) 
'i 5 ' ' (a) 
s5 '. 
q da) 
s ' 
<j (a) 
5 '1 1 
s 5 "2 
s 5 ,1 3 
~ 5 ,1 'J. 
s 5 ' 1 5 
s,>l.<a> 
3 Ca,fl) 
S H. 7 
c (a) 
~ s , 1 8 
~ 5 ' .1 ~a) 
~. ' 2 ~ 
S5 >2 fa> 
~ 5 , da,fl) 
~,,,fa) 
Roots 
o,o,p,p,2p 
o,o,p,p,p 
o,o,p,p;p 
o,o,p,p,p 
o,o,p
1 
+ip
2
,p
1
-ip
2
,p
1 
o,(a+,)p,p,ap,(2a-.)p 
o,(a-,)p,p,ap,(a+1)P 
o,p,p,p,3p 
o,p,o,cxp,p 
"' ~ Roots 
S,, 24 (a,fl) o,o,ap 1 ,p 1 +p 21 flp 2 
9, (a) o,o,ap,p,p 
' 2 5 
'is ' 2 • (a , fl ) o 'o 'a P 1 + B P' ' P 1 + i P 2 ' P 1 ~ i P 2 
~.,,.<a) 
S, , , • 
'1, •'' (a) 
o,ap,ap,p,p 
o,p,p,p,p 
o,p,ap,ap,ap 
o,p,o,ap,p 
· ~ 5 , 32 <a,8) 
o,p,o,p,p 
o,p,o,p,p 
o,p,o,p,p 
o,p,o,p,p 
o ,p ,ap ,~+1 )p ,p 
o ,p ,ap, (a+t )p ,flp 
o,p;ap,(a+l)p,(a+•)p 
o,p,p,2p,ap 
o,p,p,2p,p 
o,p,p,2p,2p 
o,(a+i)p,(a-i)p, ar,ll~ 
o , (a +Dp , (a-i)p , 2a p , 2ap 
I .t 
1,,~a,8,y) o,p,ap,Sp,yp 
'i,,,~a,S,y) o,ap,Sp,(y+i)p,(y-i)p 
~ 5 , 35 (a,fl} o,ap,ap,(S+i)p,(S-i)p 
<J 5 ,~a,fl,y) o,(a+i)p,(a-i)p,(S+yi)p,(fl-yi)p 
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6. 6. Remarks. By [ 1; Theorem 2 .1, p. 2] a solvable Lie algebra is 
non-exponential if and only if some of ite roots are purely imaginary. 
It is then immediate from Section 5 that the only non-exponential 
irreducible solvable Lie algebras of dimension five are 
~ 5 , 3 6 (a , 0 , y) , and C) 5 , 3 5 ( 0 , i3, y) , y * 0 . 
We remark that ~5 , 36 <0,0,y) gives the Mautner algebras. The 
only solvable Lie groups of dimension ~ 5 that are not of type I 
(in the sense of von Neumann), are the Mautner groups. Finally we 
note that s5,22(0,13) and CJ5,23(0) are extensions of the non-
-exponential SJ-3 , 4(0), whereas the families C:f5 , 311 (a,B,O), 
0 5 , 3 5 (a, 0) , Cj 5 , 36 (a, 0, y) , and Cj 5 , 36 ( 0, f3, y) are "new" in that 
all of them are proper extensions of exponential J"ie algebras. 
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6. 7, Automorphism groups of solvable Lie algebras <;/. dim fi ~ 4 . 
CfJ 
Basis relations 
<12 
[e1 ,e2] = e2 
[e 1,e3 ] = ae3 
913 3 
' 
[el,e2] = e2 + e3 
[e1,e3]=e3 
OJ 3,4 (o.) 
[e 1 ,e2] = ae2 - e3 
[e 1,e3 ] =.e2 +ae3 
'14' 1 
[e 1 ,e2 ] = e3 
[e2,e3] = e4 [e1,e4] = e4 
OJ 4' 2 
[e1 ,e3] = e3 
[e1 ,e4] = e4 
[e2,e) = -e4 
[e2,e4] = e3 
Aut ( CfJ ) 
[
a: vbd woo] ' w = ad - be * 0 
a * 0 
[: ~ ~1 . [: ~ ~ 1 . a 2 + b 2 * 0 
v -b a v b -a 
1 0 0 0 
0 a 0 0 
u 0 d 0 
v au w ad 
ad * 0 
[ 1 0 02} 0 -1 u -v 4l v u 
. 
02] 
-uv 
vu 
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~ 
Aut (~) Basis relations 
<:! 4,3 [~ 0 0 0 I d   ad * 0 ad 0 , s [e1,e2] = e3 [e1,e3] = e4 u as a2 d 
[~ 0 0 ~I <14 ,4 b 0 bu * 0 , s b [el ,e2] = e3 [e1,e4] = e4 0 0 
'!f4,5(a.,S) [~ 0 0 ~I [~ 0 0 ~~, _ where b 0 0 b t=O if S=1,et.*1 = e2 [e1 ,e3] = ae3 0 c , c 0 s=O if a.=S * 1 [e1,e2] s t s t s=t=O if "* S and S * 1 [e1 ,e4] = Se4 
r:J4 6(et.) [~ 0 0 ~I , b 0 bt * 0 d b ' [e1,e3] = e3 [e1 ,e2] = e2+e3 s 0 
[e1,e4] = ae4 
GJ4, 7 
[; 
0 0 ~I [e1,e2] = e2+e3 b 0 b * 0 d' b > [e1,e3] = e3+e4 [e1,e4]=e4 v -d 
~4,8(a,S) [~ 0 0 01 Where s=u=O if (a-S) 2 * 1 b  s=u if S-a = 1 [el ,e2] = ae2 [e 1 ,e3 J = Se3-e4 s X -y s=-u if S-a =-1 u y X [e1,e4] = e 3+se4 
Basis relations 
~4,9(C1.) 
[e2 ,e3 l = e4 [e 1,e2l = (a-1)e2 
[e1 ,e3] = e3 [e1 ,e4] = ae4 
Cl. = 0: [~ 
Cl. = 2: [~ 
[~ ~4, 10 [e2,e3] = e4 [e1,e2] = e2+e3 [e1 ,e3] = e3 
[e1 ,e4] = 2e 4 
"J 4,11 (a) Cl. * 0: 
[e2,e3] = e4 
[~1,e2] = ae2-e3 
[~ 
[e1 ,e3] = e2+ae3 [e1,e4] = 2ae Cl. = 0: 4 [~ 
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Aut (j) 
0 
0 
d 0 , ad * 0, u = 1_" . [! ~ s 0 
t as 
~ I r d 
u ad 
0 0 )J [ -1 0 0 OJ a 0 , ad* 0 , ~ 0 b 0 , be* 0 , 0 d e 0 0 
as dr -er -bs -b 
0 0 ~ I , a b ad- be * 0 e d e, > 
u v e, u = as- cr 
' 
v = bs- dr , 
0 0 ~ I , a 0 ad*O, u=as- (e+d)r, v=-rd , e d 
u v ad 
0 0 
JJ a b as + br, -b a > au+ v u v av -u bs- ar, e, * 0 • 
0 0 ~ I, [-~1 0 0 ~ I, a b a b u = -ra- sb , -b a b -a 
u v e, u v e, v = sa - rb, c 0 * 0 
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